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a

T;.is report review = oriaula hudger,irg rocedures used in feveral states

for allocating resources to public instit,t A hither educatic,- and recommends

criteria to be Lonsidered in developing a formula budget for public institutions

il the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Sect' 1 summarizes the history of for mule budgeting in the Commonwealth.

Section 2 reviews the use of formula Budgeting procedures nat:onsilv and dis-

cusser; the advantages and disadvantages of these procedures. Further it refieva

the philosophy, rationale and c ponents that are considered in different

types of formulas. The purpose of ti-=:s section is to establish a conceptual

frame.ork that will te the analysis of individual state formulae that

Section 3 provides a descriptien of Oct variousare presented in So%cti

types of formul04 that =tiave iieen, currently exist, or are proposed by 10

different stares. Se-_-tion reviews the process employed by three states

in the dewffioi-' and intenance of rmula budgeting and problems associated

_143 h this process Final Section 5 presents A set of recommendations con-

cerning the L_ajor components that ahould be considered in the development

of formula budgets for state-ovrwd, state-rviattd and comminity college sectors

of the Com7.1,inwedlth Sv t:17 of Higher (at ion. The appendix of this report

pt:Y./APs 1,, reader wtt- is sunrlary (1')I formula utilized and provides a

to hical Pt o f _:dget of eac-, state.

The n.ajor fo-IE, co" t ?-i_ ih that of a tchn cal review of formula

tpAgets and le.-onAarL the processPs that are associated

-!eal-at of tore ila budgets.
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1.0 INTRODUCTICN

1.1 Definition of Budget Formulas

'A budget formula is an o 'bjective procenure whereby future budgetary re-

quirements are determined through manipulation 6f quantitative data which

reflect relationships between programs and costs (Miller, 1764, p. 6). Cross

(1973) also points out that a formula-may consist of several components reflecting

distinct h:action/11 budget areas, whici. may be represented methematiceii.

1.2 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this paper is;

1) to present a background in.the concepts, approaches, and methodologies
of state budget formulas;

2)* to review the budget formulas-of selected states;

3) to discuss the evolution of budget formula, from introduction to
dissolution; and

A) to recommend guidelines for the development and implementation of
a budget formula for the state-owned, state-related, and community
college sectors of the Commonwealth Syitem of Higher Education.

In 1973., Cross corn-acted an extensive survey and analysis of the existingiP
state budget formulas. A number Of changes have occurred since that study°

vas conducted. Certain states have adopted budget formulas; others have

suspended their use. In addition, formula factors and the methodologies used
. .

have in many instances changed since the ear4y 1970s. For these reasons,

this study has been undertaken to update the earlier Cross study by examining

the budget formulas of ten states:

Alabama Oklahoma
Louisiana - Tennessee
Michigan Texas
New Mexico Virginia
01)io Washington

-These- states ref14 considerable diversity in the approaches taken to formula

budgeting. This analysis provides, therefore, a broad framework for assessing

4:1 .



experience nationally in the design and structure oi'budget formulas, and

a sound basis for recommendations concerning the development of a L.dget

formula for public colleges and universities in Pennsylvania.

1.3 Formula ludgesing in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

In 1966 the State Board of vduration adopted the Master Plan for Higher

Education in Pennsylvania which p zed into perspective the desired role of

formula budgeting in the Commonwealth 'yokes of higher education.

Even here, however, sound public policy dictates that appro-
priations should be baseed,,tnot upon the popularity of particular
causes or upon_institutional influence, but rather upon
an equitable distribution which accomplishes the cpmmonwealth's
major objective of providing varied educational opportunity
at low cost (p. 37).

Suggestions were that a faimula approach would:

1, provide state officials with guidelines for the equitable allocatiou
of funds to the Commonwealth institutions;

2. represent a reasonably trustworthy method for ditermioing total
state support for higher education which should be appropriated;
and

3. serve as a medium for both fiscal and policy,re"ew and planning:
for an extended period of time.

To address these purposes, the Master Plan recommended the development of

a formula fbr determining the operating resource requirements of each ine4-

tution. Factors to be included in the formula were: earollment, peratud

cost, faculty salary increases, faculty augmentation, supporting services,

library support, departmental research, physical plant maintenance, continuing

education, and community.service. Separate formulas were to be developed

for the state-owned lector and thu state-related sectors, and the costs of

instruction was to be differentiated by levels of insttuction (e.g. under-

1 graduate, graduate, and professional).

In 1967, the President's Council of the State-Owned Colleges established

the State College and University Formula Committee to develop a budget formula

for the state -owned institutions (Schirato, 1974). This Committee was disband

shortly thereafter, however, when funds were appropriated by the legislature

to develop a statewide planning, programming,.and budgeting system. Since

PPBS would have established the institutional budgetary needs'and costs, the

work of this Committee was considered duplicative. These efforts also floundered

hcalever.
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A
To assist in the development of a formula for the state-related univer-

sities follceing the recommendations of the 1966 !taster Plan, the Pennsylvania

Department of Public Instruction in 1968 contracted with the firm of Heald,

Bobscr. and Ascuciates. Their report submitted in September, 1968 outlined

a 12-step process for determining itstructional costs which took into account

several factors: credit hours, number and average salaries of teaching feeulty;

average salaries of graduate assistants and other professionals; fringe benefit";

and other departmental operating expenses. Specific rates far each institu-

tion were also developed for the indirect costs of administration ane -

expenses, library costs, plant operation and maintenance, tad student aid. .

Neither the Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction nor the state-related

ueiversities accepted the'lheald, Hobson recommendations, and the recommended

formula was never implemented. _

In 1971, the State Board of Education approved a new Master Plan for

Risher Education in Pennsylvania. *dike the 1966 Meter Plan, the new plan

did not take a position with regard to-formAa-budgeting. Such an approach

was mentioned only in passing with regard to'graduate instruction in state-

, owned and state-related institutions. Specifically, "support...should continue

at the entities rate based upon the present or modified subsidy formula uniformly

'submitted by institutions within a'given segment; subject to review fp. 30).1"

In 1974, however, the -idea of developing and implementing a formula for the

state appropriation wad again profferred by the Pennsylvania Association of,

Colleges and Universities in A Comprehensive Proposal for Financing Higher-

ItiglisTiaperaultalsis. That proposal explicitly stated that:

Immediate efforts should be directed to the deielopment and perfec-
tion of diftPtentiated fotimutte-as prims.ry guides for arriving
at approprie_ons for the State-owned and State -reItted colleges
and universities in the Commonwealth. Different formulae are re-

quired for each of the two major segments in order to insure that
purposeful differences in functions among publ__ institutions are
reflected. The funds allocated to each institution must be appro-
paste to the particular functions of that institution. (p. 19)

Recoimendetions concerning the components to be included were not made, and

no further progeso on the design and development of a tudget formula for

Pennsylvania institutions has been made.

Of the public dostsecandnry education sectors in the Commonwealth, only

the community calif:gee are currently allocated funds for current operating

1 0



oxpensos and for capital expenses on a formula basis. The Community College

Act of 1963, Act 484, as antloded (Act 322), &our a the fiscal responsibilities

of the-locel sponsor, and the Commonwealth (Francis, 1977, p. 222).

(t) The Commonwealth shalt pay to a comoubity cones. on
belialf of tha sponsor on account of its operating coats during
an academic year,from funds appropriated for that purpose an amount
equal to one-third of such college's, approved operating costs not
to exceod one thousand dollars ($1,000) per st,dent-multiplied
by the 'number of equivalent full-tile students determined by an
Audit to be mods in a winner prescribed bi the State Board of Educa-
tion. In addition the Comnonwealth shall paf tl a community college
on account of itkoperatiag costs during a summer tore has funds
approprirted,for that purfose an amount equal to one-third of such
college's approved operating costs not to excteil fig hundred ($500)
Vet' student multiplied by the numbor of equivalent" full -time students.,
The Coomonwealth-thall pay to a carminvity college on behalf oar
th. sponsor on account of its capital expenses an amoudt equal
to one-half of such college's indult capital expensos from funds
appropriated for that purpose_to the extent that said capital expenses
have been approved as herein provided. (Mist 323.14)

4



2.0 THE flgIGN AND STRUCTURE OF STATE BUDGET FORMULAS

2.1 Functiona, Advantages, and ILsadvanLages of State Budget Formillas

In 1973 Gruss survtyed the state budgflinc practices for appropriating:

funds ek. public institutions. At, that tice, as shown in Table 1, 25 states

in some ray utilized a formula as part of the budget process- In some cases,

the formula vas the.lossis,for uJdgetrecommendstions by the coordinatUreasency

or institution to the legislature; in ethers, the legislature used the formula

in making approrriation decisions. ..,ce that time, hoverer, patIcrus have

changed. For example, Wisconsin's legislature suspended use of the formula

TABLE

EXTENT TO u4001 BUMPY TOMTA$ -

UTtt,tzta sr c 1973

IlLoort Fo aistAA
tam Usto N-rs Usso Sun

11; mon FoiritusA
lisaz = Nor tisszt
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Commotion X 114%-* Yost X.-
Delawam X North CasolAns X
Florida X North Dahota X

Gielita X Ode x
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4k Who IC 0/ et°4 X

neeti, ' X tea .maim X
Weft X ghosts I OW X
Iowa . .1t South Carolura X
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ACNOmals X Team:sass --, X
Losidoma - X Texts X
Mae x Liu: x
Marstamet ' X V stevut X
Masssokaiesu A ibir, X
',Wipe X Wass...roe X
Midensta X West Virtieus X
Istississip0 X Vegsowts.3 X
Minoan X Wyry oi X

Icier 25 13
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"Mg figift 400 thi, 00.0"Vir 14,14-vot .1,.....3arpa,N1 t,. q oat 'a ea it Nu tasr.A. 141~6,1
1110111001144101k0~4Ail ION.N14,
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3

Isst budget cycle; New Mexico has implemen:ed a new formula approadh;

has4developsd.rbut not yet Implemented, a formula budgeting process.

Me di,* of state budget formulas remains wideipread, .ibever, and exhibits

considerable diversity. According to Moss'and Gaither (1976), budget formulas

Awe typically ad4ted.ro:

I), reduce p6Utical uncertainties relating to state financial support;

2) 'improve equity in the allocation of funds among institutions and
sectors;

3) insure adequacy in levels of support; and

4) provide a basis for greater accountability in the use of public
.fmads.

-
Because of the objectivity idherent: in a budget ferrite, it 4ttee

seen as a mechanism to reduce the political uncertainties associated.

the *tate budgeting process. These uncertainties are Apresentedly wa...

conitict resulting from differing levels of expectations among the legialetute,

the executive office, the state 'education board, and the iatitutionc. In

the absence of 114 objective basis for determining financial need, inetiZu-

tions exhibit uncertainty with respect to.the amount of funds to request, and

state agencies and legislative bodies face uncertainty to how much to /*pro-.

priete. Budget formulas can reduce the complexity of these decisions by providing

an agreed framework for discussion of financial-needs.. Thublemente of the
)-

:budget debate are clearly defined; the necessary information and rnet7sis

requirements of each agency are detailed prior fo the start of the process;.

and iostitutionA-needs can be compared on the esis of understandable budgetary

-standards. By providing an agreed besisltor discussion, the formula can reduce
o

conflicts and uncertainties whieh,typically characterise the Xtate'budgeting_

process. The extent to which this occurs, of ,cburse, is contingent on the
4

parceived legitimacy of the formula ir cn m eyes of the various agencies involved`
4 0'

This suggests involvement of all princi,a1 pettier,: institutions, coordinkting

board., executive agencies, andle6alative oodles, in the design and develop-
.

w ent of the lormuia.

A second cl,jective of a budget formula is often to inersass equity in

the allocation of state government appropriations to institutions "to each

according to it need." Equity, atweVer, does not mean equality. That is,

the decision is ;4t1 tofallocate.the same amount of funds to all institution's,

but rather to distribute monies on the basis of reasonable "fair share" of

the resources,, recognizing differences in mission, programs, levels of instruc=-

tion, and coils. Budget formulas, to the extent that they are comprehensive
,

6
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in their.eowerage of-the functions of postceooiary LOtitutiens, provide

a mechanism for detirmining thcequitable ghtze state support to

be given to eaeh,institution. Important to this oplerationaljellnition di'

equity are adequate provisions in4tno.fermula forfdetertainingprogrgo costs,
'4

' ;

% .

measuring workload, and defining common.compunenta.

.

The achievement of equity.in the allocation of state funds to higher4

education must be-accoipaniedby essuiahre of adequate levels- of finapciart

suiportimr_h;-iLtluLAeystem_of_higher educatioliandiastitutions.

tious must receive sufficient funds to develop and maintain educational/id-
. .

grams essential to their public mission. Ferzulas can assist both'instituXions

+14

.

and public agencies in diterrining on an objective basis realistic levels

of support necessary to sustain_ institutions and programs at acceptable level's
-

of quality-
.
Here, the formula-can-help focus-on issues-of,progras objectives,

;

size, technology,'and support. Formulas which address these basic concerns
r '

can provide a'ugeful,framework for jUstifring budget requests and for ensuring

that levels ofpublic support are fully adequate, but not excessive. to meet

realistically-defiiid coots. #f .

Finalty, state budget formulas can assist in 'mean the increasing demands

for accountability: The use of a formula standardises some dtienai-nie of

apd budgetary data and facilitates compatetive analysis ofthe

VICa4U2 instructional, research, and public service programs within and among

institutions. This factor is closely related to thefunction of reducing.
.

political uncertainty. By providing an agreed upon framework for bUdget

agalysis and discussion, .e budget formula also clarifies those factors for

which the institution will beheld accountable.

Cross (1973,'p. 197) has4summarited the major edwIcaizes of implementing

state budget formulas.

(al Budget formulas can be developed which estimate the funding require-
ments for most of the fucctional budget areas of college and uhiversity-
operation based on objective (quantitat !) data:

(b) 4udget formulas have the potential for reducing the bickering and
open ipospetition among institutions for state funds which mayoccur
in'the absence of any other rational., objective means for allocating

funds.
41 0

(c) Budget,foreulas have the potential for assu ring each institetibn
of an annual operating base appropriationassuming that the leg:sla-
ture'accepts the formula and that the-wise factors (e.g., FTE en-
rollments) do not decrease.

7



(4)1 Budget formula" provide state officials with a reasonably simpIe
and understandable basis for deciding upph and presenting the financial
requirements of hiefier education. -

CO Midget formulas represent a compromise 'between state eonroleover
'line-kiebuogeting and institutional fiscal autonomy.

IkIthough a number of adv,ntages are isherent in the implementation of

a state bUdget formula, such a mechanism is not without certain disadvantages.

.- While finition fmplieS objejtivity is a eharatteristic of the budget

liieula.sthe spetifination-of the components and theletionship* along the '

.- .
.

-. -----
programs and coots refletta_subjeetive deaisiOns regarding the functionsit)N

instituticAS,, the value and iiittrities of their program"; and t he costs re-

quired to supposkthese activities; in addition; standards for institutional
k.

N operation may be set as a result of quantification which bear little relation

6- to the central purposes of the institutieir The lifficulty here, as pointed
s ... ,

_

out-by Moss and Gaither (1976); is the attempt to substitute the process-of

- --.,:,3 ileamprement for that of,evaluation.d The important outputs of poetsecondery
E-..

. .

institutions, scch as new knowledge, development of critical intellectual A
0 - 4 '
eking and increased isagiaelion, cannot be effectivelrmassured or evaluated '-----"- -3

_ on thokbasis of indicestypically used in budget formulas.; credit hours and. : -id
student-facility ratios. Finally, the structure of the foraula, Mhich in udes

. - . .

certain componenti With a 6fic_telative_weiehtt and excludes others, re-
.

. _

fleets state policy priorities for program development. Any budget ormufa

must- be recognized as a Simplified mechanise for deriving general estimates,

ofiutnre resource requirements, limited both in purpose and in content.

'Gross (1973, pp. 197-98) has summarised omeAf the specific limitations

advantages rather succinctly.

p

(a) Budget formulas do not recognize quality. This limitation will
exist until the means for- quantifying and measuring quality of
instruction, research, and public service is-developed:

(b) Ik budget formula is Whited in its ability tp estimate adequately
the funding requirements for a given budget area by how well the
formula (fixed) factors represent reality and the extent to which,.
the DS.* (variable) factors have a positive correlation to hist6rical*
expenditures. 4..

(c) Budget formulas, if used on an equalization basis, have a great
potential for a "leveling" effect upon the quality-of-education.
Whim's the educational programs in low-quality institutions may
be improved through the increased funding realised when similar
programs (e.g., the same instructional levels within the fame academic
areas) are funded at rates based on statewide average historical
costs, it may be at the expense of the high-quality programs at
the leading college, and universities.

8
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*, (d) Budget formulas 4ave cbe potential for restricting the operating
1040s-of institutions by requiring the deduction of alt unrestricted
rename in arriving at the state appropriation, by precluding'the
diattAbuticat of aurplus state revenue to nigher educati9n, and by
it trig a narrow base which does not adequately predict resource
reqo'rements.

14) 'Budget formulas may perpetuate inadequate opez tins Mippropriationi
if the base or formula factors are` selected on the sfasis/of "their
existence et a point in time.

"
Budget fotmules, through their reliance upon bale and/formula-factor
historical costa, and arbitrary assumitioes, are an/enticement for
A nstitotione to incrust ensollmentsl- Specific categories o* other-
wise manipulate data in order t. .mutimize their 400011"1.

Another difficulty pointed out by Balteed (1974, p. 665) is the insensitivity

of formulas
1
to the particular needs of 'nom: program initiativps.- Often se*

*prograns, slam theyare not well established with growing ofeinsr:itable
is

enrollments-, eve difficulty compering for support. Budgetieg procedures

most address 'the particular needs of these programs and be flexible enough
a

to provide the required support.- 'Mei.: disedinntages becomp,particularly

apparent when the formulas become perceived as illegitimate hT those concerned

with their function. The caveat ,hy Gleamy (1959, p, 144) is pertinent here.

Unless'adequete research has preceded the establishment of the_
formula and unless review and necessary raadjustmsnts occur from
time to time, formulas arecertain to make a mockery of objectivity
and experienced judgment. \

2.2 Approaches of State Budget For.Aulas -

C.'
The major purpose of a state, budget fbrmula is the estimation of the

future financial requirements of an institution in support of its actiVities..
Such activities include instruction, resew-.h, and public service bong others

and i state budget formula is usually designed to address one activity at

a time. For each activity, the budget formula may take one of two approaches:

a total entitlement approach or a line item approach. Finally, given'the

approach selected for a specific activity, oneof threwewthods can be used

as the basis for the formula: staffing standard, workload, or pertentage

base. The following two sections-present discissions relative to these basic

components of a' budget formula.

The institutional activities addressed in state budget foradlas can be

conveniently classified into categories, following the guidelines recently

9
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Wm; by the National Asadciation of College and University Business

fictive (1974):

l) -itistruction and departmental research;

2) organised research;

3) public service;
4) acedemie support;
3) studeat services;
6) institutional support;
7) operation and maintenance of physical plant; and
8) scholarships and fellowships

Thiele categoiies correspond to the expenditure categories associated with
.

educational and.geneial expenditures frog current funds. In the accounting

`practices of Colleges and univrsities, current funds include the operating

fools of the inspiration flr educational and general purposes, as contrasted

With, the other special fun,' groups: loan funds, endowment an, fumds,
A -

annuity funds, plant funds, and avncy fandt. State budget 4ormulas are de*

to address or model the educational and general categories only. Auxiliary

enterprises; such as the bookstore, housing, and food service, are novelly

seif-snpporting since these activities charge foes for their seivices which

are to cover the expenses associated with the provision of the services, and

therefore they are not included in a budget formula. In addition, expenses

associated with the care of pmtienib\rd several services of hospitap and

those of and' indent operations, -such as federally-funtled research laboratories,

are not considered si part of the budget fOrmula.

In developing the budget formula for educitional and general categories,

tam approaches can be used: total entitlement and line'item. The major

differences between these two approaches are the level of aggregation and

the expncitness of elements that make up the rate. In the total entitle-
.

sent approach, a single rate is established for each major category of activity

included in the formula (e.g. instruction and departmental research, academic

support, etc.). This standard rate represents a composit: of factors that

tootribute.to the cost of a particular category. Louisiana and TAIONISSO#9

for example, derive budget estimates for instruction and departmental research

on the basis of credit hour productiOn sod specific rates per credit hour.

The rate incorporates all instructional cfsts, including faculty and staff

salaries, equipment and supplies, and other operating expenses. Although

the formula may differentiate rates among programs and levels, the total

entitlement is derived as a single process. The lupport for instruction and

departmental research, for.exampla, is determined by multiplying` the rates

10
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by the somber of.credit hours. An alternative to this procefs is a line item

approach, *Li vhich the lridget formula addresses qpecific line items associated

within eacje major category. For example, in developing the instruction and

departmental research budget estimate proposed in Michigan, the eategoryli

'reflects line item! associated With faculty.s4erfes, staffiinilarie

and operating =pauses as well as adjuiitnents for anticipated ,:rediAlpitur
-

increases and errors in projected credit bout production.. Bach Of-these/7
indlvidual line items, has a specific ffnsulaNfor developing & budget eltImate,

-

and the entitlement for instructional activities is the 'sum of theseAsidividual

line items.

/
bile the total entitlement approach may appear.more_apptaling because

-/

of its impticity, it is not senaitivb to fluctuating or 'differentiating aspects

of the elementscomOrising the total expenses. The advayiage of the line

item approach is the increased sensitivity o thejorla te the different

factors comprising the activities Within a fuct1onal categori.f The mate

sensitive the budget formula to the elemenes'comprising a given category,

the more precise,.adequate,'and equit a the funding estimate. ,Thope engaged'

with he state budget process, inc ding theinatitutione,.the state educetion,

agency, and the legislature and overnmentel.agency, upultperceive a formula

Which incriases precision, a ty, and adequacy as more legitimete,"thus ani

totting the procIss: The p °bless, however with the line item approschaum.

the greater data pts,,the los* of fle..bi/ity in allocating funds

within a major catego and the potectisl intrusion of political considers-
.

tions into the budge process through detailed accountability. 1' the legisla-

ture limits the al cativn ot state funds tl.quite narrowly-defined purposasj

institutions may restricted too severely in the in7rnal allocation of

funds. The pot ntial loss of institutional 'autonomy must be weighed against

the ad!entaie of increased sensiti4ty of the budget formula.

2.3 liethod71Reflecte4 in State/Budget Formulae

Typi Ily, a formula to define the total financial requirements of an

institot a is not a single oraula, but rather a group of formulas, each

rsflsci4ng specific compone t of the functional-cateiories in the current

funds group. As Ralstead 117P,.1)1)- 665-667) points out, these specific for-

mulas can be categorized &ccording to one of three methods of calculationt,

workload, staffing standird, or percentagd base fact- These *emu approaches

are discussed by Gross (1073) and Moss and Gaither (1976), using a different

terminrlogy: rate per base factor (workload), base factor to position ratio

//1-
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FP.A,

vith salary rates (staffing standard), and percentage of base factor (percedtage

bum factor). For Simplicity and convenience, this study has adopted Malatesta 4

taruinolowl.

In the workload method, a workload or effort measurement witch le relevant

to the activity category is determined, and coati per unit are deriri. These

-if costs per unit,

-to estiinatt the

given a certain

tipicallthaeed on historical cost studies, are then used f

level of funding required to support a functional category,

or expected number of units. The entitlement for library

expenses, for example, could be based on the mid* of full -time Equivalent
t

1
(FTE) students by `student level since library costs are reasonably related

to the number of students- enrolled; specific dollar rates per /TB stodent

by studeii leverlirr-then derived. An estimate for support dollars required

is obtained by multiplying the projected number of FM students by 11)14 derived

rates:* In the case of the operation elnd maintenance bf the physical plant,

the gross square footage of space assigned to educational and towel pkrposes

.could be multiplied by a cost -late per square foot, based on historical cost

analysis. This approach requires careful assessment Of costs and felztionalt

coat relationships and requires the use of empiiicel and historicai coat analysis.

The staffing standard formula determines.the of positions (faculty,

administration, or staff) required for the major a:uttlift; category and thee

pultiplins this reqadrement by a corresponding salary schedule. Telli`epproachas

to deriVing the number of required positic.1-4 are generally used: 1) tho deiired

ratio of positions to a specific workload stature is specified; or 21 an appro-

priate organizational structure and manning table is develoied. As an example

of the firs method, the amount of support for faculty is developed der104

11144"Idthe number of faculty members required -by dividing the number of project
A :

. credit hours expected to be generated by an average number of credit hours ',1

expected per faculty member. This number of required faculty is then multiplied

by a standard or average s'lary todetermine the -tots' resource requirements

for faculty salaries'. The number of staff positions required might then be

derived based on the niaber of faculty positions: for example, one staff

member per every four faculty members.- This derived number of staff positions

is then multiplied by a standard or average salary per position to obtain

the financial requirements for instructional support personnel. Other examples

of this approach eight be the specification of.student-faculty ratios or the

number of square feet per custodian. When a manning table approach is taken,

the orginizational stIvetureof the institution is specified, and the number

12



,of positions permitted for each level is given'. For example, the formula

sift specify that each instructional center or school is allowed one dean,

OM associate dean, and two research assistants. Salary rates for each of

4g, these positions mould be given, and the entitlement,wuld by determited by

multiplying the number of positions by the appropriate., salary rate:

liapenditure estimates derived from a percentage base factor approach

specifies that the amount budgeted for a given category shall be a certain

percentage of e:hase activity. The base-activity entitlement, such asinstrmo-.

tion an departmental research, is typically developid by either the workload

or the stiffing etendard method. Apercentage of this entitlement is then

determimod as the support requirement for a second amity. As 411 example,

simian a base entitlement: for instruction, ace rt fuelling require-

ments mm be specified as, 52 of the base.

While eachrof the4s-approaches can be "seal in the development of a state

budget lormula and examples of all nen ,e found, each has associated with

it limitations and advantages which must be considered in developing and imple-

menting a booget formula- The workload formula approach is the one that Halstead

(1974) identifies as the most preferred. Its major advantage is that it can

accommodate programmatic and other goat variations witholbringing the specific

factors to the fofront of the buaget formula (Wisconsin Policy Paper. #1.1,

1976). Typically in this mode the specified rate per credit hour or per student

will incorporate fa, on such as average credit hour producti-n per faculty

and the ratio of staff personnel to faculty] but the components are not mods

explicit. Tennessee's =nstruction and academic support formula *midge 'an-

example. It includes -fa ulty and clerical salaries, office expense and equip-

ment, and other instructional department expenses, but situmarisits these expenses

into s single cost per credit hour figure. Similarl, costs per square foot

in a formula for custodial services reflect an +implicit staffing standard

on the amount of space a custodian should manage without it being made explicit.

While this approschle attractive in its handling of potential political diffi-

culties, its disadvantage is.that it reflects past behavieeby. basing the
.

rates on historical cost patterns and may either perpetuate poor resource

management or understate costs in an inflationary period. Fluctuations in

cost components will affect the accuracy of projected fiscal requirecente.

The workload approach also requires a areful and frequent monitoring of the

jcost eer unit and an adequate data sy .em.
4
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BAs pointed out in the Wise:418in Policy Paper #1.1 (1976), two difficulties

si -ion countered with the staffing standard approach. The specification of

the average nuiher-of-credit hours per faculty member by discipline and teaching

level or inatruntional method tend to-iielitrain-and_diatort aca4emir-jud3ments

about the appropriate teaching mode to M'eet particular needs. As suillustra-

tion, the formula may specify that the average number of-lecture c redit hours'

per faculty member is 300 and for independent study and thesis and disserta

tion-guidanci4 240. In a sense this formula couldhforce independent study

and-guidance as aminstructional mode, even though in many instructional situe--

rims it in not the most appropriate mode to be 'employed. Pur6er, such an

approach subject to manipulation both by the institution and the legisla-

ture. The instil:alone may begin to offer mete credits of indnpeadent study,

so to increase the number of faculty positionsto be funded and thereby their

share of the appropriation. On the legislative side, thessltaffing stanevards

became bargaining points in the context of the budget,.which could result

in increasing,-rather than reducing, the ,olitical uncertainties of the state

budget process.
.

Of the three approaches, the base factor approach appears to be the most

simplistic. It forces attention to the central:considerations related to

direct instructional costs, and budget officers and legislators may find this

more simple approach easier in building tits budget. It is, however, based',
.

on a major assu mption that the relative cost of the budget component being

derived are reasonably conscant and predictable. If not, the simple percentage

viii not be adequate as a method for deriviNg future costs. For example,

the costs associated with library periodical subscriptions may be increasing

at a rate which changes the nature of the percentage relationship to instruc-

tional expenditures. The formula could then become inadequate in its ability .°

to provide support. This approach also dries not focus attention on the component

as an area for the development or refinement of policy. If the budget formula

is to function-as ani.nstrument for addressing policy iaaues, those components

associated with the issues should be incorporated into the formula. Moreover,

such an approach may provide little incentive to better management of resources

iq support areas.

2.4' Fixed, Variable, and Mixed Costs

Since the budget formula is designed to estimate future expenditures,

it is necessarily linked to the analysis of cost behaviors (Robinson, Ray,

and Turk, 1977). Therefore, attention shbuld be given to whether the formula

s
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addresses variable, fixed, or mixed costs and in what manner they are addrested.

The accuracyof the budget estimate will be contingent upon the sensitivity

-oaf the foriula to the particular cosi-behavior of the activity being modeled.

.
.

Variable costs are those which fluctuate in a1/4proportional relationship*

to dram 'ii the volume=of the component.

the total coat of that Aponent increases

for instruction and departmental research

as if thisy.were variable costs. As shown

as the number of credit hours increase.

t

$.100.0041

$400.000

$300.0011

$200,000

SI/A.000

As the number of units increase,

correspondingly. Entitleuenta

are often treated in budget formulas

in'Figure 1, the entitlement increases

040te Mem mous woo) se.000
Cno eft News

Figure 1. Variable Cost - Instructional and Departmontel Research

Fixed costs,' on the other hand, remain constant regaidless of the change*

in the volume of the component. Typically, fixed coats represent costs which

are necessary to provide a vgrvice and are often referred to as "caoacity

costs." 4t`hin the context of budget formulas, few examples of a need cost

proach are usually found. In the formula proposed by Michigan for the broad-

sting component of public service, institutions Which image in such activities

entitled to fixed amounts for radio and television productions, regardless

-of any other factors. Thcf.'osts of central administration (e.i. the chief

ex utive and his principal staff officers) are sometimes viewed as fixed

osts, since the member of such positions bears little relation to the overall

sise of the institution.

15
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linally pixel coateare composed of both fixed and variable

tutorage budoting the representation of mixed. cc.ets entails a belie amount

. for' the entitlement (a fixed amount) plus en addite6641 aemetti based on .the

1-41141... Ofthe Comment. Pot example, the formula for pubri& service say specify

whose of.,25,000 to ehich is added an &mount based on the credit hourirroduc-

Om. tiger. 2 provides a graph of (his-mixed cost. As shown in this eaappla

a base entitlement of $25,000-is provided for public maraca ,Aetivities'regerd-

less of *maiming education unit (CHU) productic;n- U the imetitution-pandmeed

3,5011to-7,500 SED, 'then an additional $25;000 is provided, ,and 14-wo WA -to

a maiiime of IIIIC4,000.for 2,50 Mu and above. When rata ttift standard,

rather than the workload, -method is used to estimate miatenste; ails

amber of positions is provided to which a< variable number. ofpositiaka,is

added contingent upon the number-of faculty or th.41numherof students.:

Sotittereat

7,500 7,500 12.500

Coatinuiati tdocattaa thrlt.

Figure 2. Mixed Costs - Public Service

2.5 -Projection of Costing Untts

Halstead (1974) suggeitsithat the basic structure of budget formulas

involves the multiplication Of unit costs by projected loads, or voluam, to

estimate the future fiscal- requirements. Some states, however, have implemented

9rocedures which base the budget projection on the current fiscal year's actual

performance. The question is whether to base the budget on a projection of

the forthcoming headcount and/or full-time equivalent enrollment, credit hour

production, and other volume related cost units, or to use as she-base for

budget calculations the most current, actual levels of the particular cost

units.

16
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A

The difficulty with Wising, th amount on projected estimates is associated

necessarily with that of Sccuracy. pecifically, if the budgeting process-

is based irn projected-figures only, it must make provisions for the situation

ad\!netitution exceeds its projection or in which it does not wet,

its projeitien. :New Mexico's budget process, which is baled on a projection

Ayproech, has considered the problem of institutions exceeding Anrolluents

b.i'lleklega provision-of 8200,000 to meet the costs of additional students.

40LAWres"not, however, propose to recoup funds from institutions' not meeting

the projected enrollments, one possible solution to this problem. The pro-'

mooed .budget formula-in Michigan has incorporated factor based on previomaly

projected c it hours and audited credit hours for that period. An adjust-

ment in th upcoming budget period is, then Ade on the basis of ritio,of '

projgcted and audited credit hours.
4

Instead of basing the budget requests' on projected units, an alternative

is to use Actual levels of the respective units for the most racer fiscal

period. The state budget processes in Texas and Louisiana provide two examples

of this approach. While this process eliminates the problem of over-estimates,

it reflects a philosophy which can be described as "looking backward into the

future." Under this approach changes intheunit, whether expected or unexpected,

are not addressed until the next budget period, which mey by too late to lest

real resource needs, especially in a period of rising enrollments. On the

other hand, such a technique will provide an'opportunity for phased reductions

in funding in a period-of declining enrollments

2.6 Inc.aporation of .Inflation Factors

Inflation, as a factor which significantly influences the operating

budgets of institutions, can and should be incorporated into the budget formula.

The manner of incorporation is contingent on the approach and method used

in the particular formula. One possible approach is to use an overall per-

centage factor for inflation in a specific activity category. Oklahoma's

fiscal year 1978 budget formula for the health areas, for esaiPle, provides

for a 72 increase in both general administration and general-expense and a

10: increase in continuing education and in organized research. A formula

which uses the percentage base method would necessarily be restricted to this

overall percentage for inflation. When, as Alabama's formula dies, the acedenic

support entitlementis defined as 5% of the instruction and departmental re-

search budget, inflation can be incorporated into thi estimate either by adding

17
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06 sippexceinter.for inflation in each specific category or to Issues that

the inflation factors incorporated into the instruction and departmental

research estimate will be sufficient to cover the inflationary costa in academic

support activities,

The latter procedure, while simple to apply, may not be sensitive to

the differential' impact of inflation on spe.lific components within the

Where the formula was tither the staffing standard or workload method, an

alternative is to adjust the specific salary rates or rates per unit differentially:

Thus, if the formula delineated faculty and staff salariesseparatelx, as
4

'do the Michigan, Texas, and Virginia budget formulas, different inflationary

rates could be applied to each salary category: 6.52 for faculty and 7.52 .

for staff, as an essafle., 8imil..r situatiollis occur inrpon-sa/ary,itmms,

with tit-grounds maintenance formula in Washington, where the acres of land

being maintained are categorised as four types with different-rates tUr each,

type. If the costs associated with maintaining laves MS increasing faster

than those associated with paved areas, the differential:application of infla-

tionary factors could be readily incorporated. Another situation is !here

specific rates per studelleare used. To incorporate. inflation the.ratisa could

be adjusted either on an across-the-board manner (all rates increase by 1.02),

or differentially (i.e. different inflations factors are associated with 411timmat
00

programs.andAor levels).

How inflationary factors are incorporated into the L !get formula will

depend to a larva extent on the design and structure of the formula. It will

also deptad on the political process and the extent to which the apecifsc

faittors will bacons negotiable items. One of, the purposes or flu:actions of

budget formulas is to reduce.th;.politiorruncerteinties of the state'budgei

procebs. By increasing the sensitivity of the formula and incorporating specific

inflationa;y rates, the result may be counterproductive to that purpose:

18



3.0 avighl OF SELECTED STATE BUDGET FOIMULAS

Tub budget formilailof the ten selected states provide diverse examples

of the erproeches, methods, and components vied i^ estimetincinatitutideal

fiscii requirements. The budget formulas are examinee in terms of the light
.

major categories of insettuttonal activity,. following the framework provided

by the National AASOCiAtiOU of College and University Business-Officers (1974)

for Educational and General Expenditure.: In addition,-two areas if yeas'.

adjuetmnts,:and the application of formulae to.bealth-related activities"'

areccneidered. Specifically, this -exmainatioe classifies each formula rota-

tive to: 1) jwrjaagplsach (total entitlement'or line item); 2) method,

of calculation (staffing standard, morkload,.or percentage Use); and 33

covenants (the specific variable' addressed in the formula). Table 2 suieericee

the categories addressed in this section., noting which Cote-gorier ere inikeied

in each-state budget formula. Appendix A eontains.a written description and

a mathemetical representstibn of each of the ten state budget forimlas.

3.1 Instructiou and Depar6sehtal Research t

'Expenditures in this category typically include tLe expenses for activities

which are part of the institutidn's instructionel program, exc,et for remedial-

and tutorial instruc 'on whidi is classified under Student-Services. Depart-

mental research doe cot include separately budgeted sponsored research, which

isiclassified as a research activity. While the colts and activate. associated

with the department chairaan are included, dean's offices_ however, are usually

excloided from this category. Torok 3 summarises the approaches taken by the

states and the components included iatheirformulms.

The budget formula for Oklahoma indtitutione is based on lin historic

rate pee Y73 student, differentiated by discipline aid level, and projected

PT! enrollment. That portion of the rate associated wLth instruction is

developed using standard student -filscul.ty ratios, diff,-reutieted by level,

and institution type and standard faculty salaries by institution type.
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Table 2

Summary of State 4udget Formulas by Category
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raining portions pet student implicitly incorporates expendituresrelated

to general instructional support, including library, general administration,

r -era! expense, and operation and maintenance, of ptcylicil plant and.i based

ua each tndixidual institution's cost history.

Two Otitis, Louisiana and Tennessee, use a budget formula approahh which

estimates the total instructional cost. Both'stats formulas are based on

,credit hour production and specific rates per credit hour; the number of credit

hoFreis multiplied by the specific rate per credit hour.' The essential dif-

ference is that Louisiana's formula considers a

while Tennessee's uses projected credit hours.

the credit hours sad the rates on two factor*.

level, such as lower leveloindergraduste, upper

dpctorml.

base year credit hour production,

both formu:as differentiate

program or academic area and

level undergraduate, master's,

Among the regaining seven formulas, six separate li ilems are used:

instructional facilty salaries, administrative faculty salaries. staff. salar e

and other operating expenses, instructional administration, and credit bout

4
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Instruction and Deimrtmental Research
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istee. These budget formulas consider the various line items separately

and derive the total entitlement by summing the component costs.

As shown in Table 3, when salaries are separated as distinct line items,

the method used lb developing the formula isgthe staffing standard. For the

computatioe of instructional faculty salaries. the number of positions to

be funded is determined 1) by dividing either projected or base year FTE en-

reliant by student-faculty ratios or 2) by dividing either projected or base

year credit hours by specified credit loads per faculty. The budget formulas

of Ohio, Taxes, and Virginia use FTE onrollpents and 'student- faculty ratios,

while those:of Michigan, Mew Mexico, and Weshir_-on.mas credit hour's and credit

load, per faculty. To obtain the estimated funds,requ'red, the number of

derived positions is then multiplied by an average salary, either an iastitu-

tional average or a statewide standard salary rate, as shown ii Table 3.-

Regerdleas of whether FTE enrollments or credit hours is the variable bei-

used, the budget formulas typically differentiate the enrollments or credit.'

hours by program or academic area and by level of instruction or etedet.

Ohio's method provides a notAfe variation; areas have been grouped into levels'

an the basis of similar historic costs. For example, the program of General

Studies has three levels with the areas Of History, Geography, end lame Sconemice

grouped into Levelq; English,Miolosical Sciences, and Library Science, into -

Level II; and Chemistry, Physical Education, and Drama and Dance into tweak

III, Student-faculty ietios are also. differentiated by program and by level,'

soLthet the number of faculty positions is determined for each program/level

`combination, The total number of positions is then summed and multiplied

by the particular salary rate.

The budget formula of Virginia and that proposed for Michig_ also in-
. .

cludi other salary line items under instruction and departmental research.

Administrative antstaff salaries are bnth included as components in Virginia's,

formula, while Michigan includes only the staff salary component. The number

of administrative posit s is a function of the mumbler of Fri instructional.
.1

ficulty positions, and th salary entitlement is derived by multiplying the

1 .number of positions by an institutional average salary. The number of staff..

positiTe is a function of bat).., the number of instructional faculty positions

and the number of administrecive positions in the Virginia formula, while

in-the-proposed Michigan formula, it is derived from the number of-FTE.instrue-
r- -,

tional positions. The staff'salary entitlement is determined by multiplying

the number of positions by either an institutional average salary (Virginia)

oi.a standard salary rate (Michigan).

22
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Other *matins expense entitlements for instruction iiir-dePartaantal

research are determined by either the workload formula method or the percentage

, -base formula "alto:. Historic rates, or costa, per unit are developed for

the operating expens The magnitude of these rates depend on whether the

cost unit is enrollee r credit hour, ad wc;.1 as what costs armncluded

in ihit defimition and the extent of differentiation by program ant-level.

these factors mike interstate comparisons of east rates difficult. Obto,

aim Mexico, and Texas -provide examples of the workload method fer developing

the, operating eneftees budget. Ohio's-formula-is based on projected FT!

enrollment, while New Mnxico's(projected) se Texas' (base year) formula*

arkbased on .credit hours; As an alternative to the workload method, Washington's

budget formula determines the operating expenses as a percent:4m of the pre-.'

sionaly budget:Ye:few:mut, so as :ID adjust incr;:anntally for inflation. Thii

budget approach re cts an assumption that changes in any pontos of the

budget will dot affect rtmental operating expenses. As a second exemple,

the proposed Michigan- buret formula specifies that the departments t: opera

expenses reflect a percentage of the total instructional compensation amount,

including both faculty and staff salaries theses providing a partial *Oust;

sent for infl,tion.
4

Michigan's proposed formula for instructioerand departmental research,

which is based on projected credit hours, also provides a correction for an

error ia estimating the actual credit hour production. The ratio of the

eudited to the projected credit hours is multiplie4 by faculty and staff
4

salary and operating expenses entitlements, taus making a_percentage adjust-
.

sent co the budgeted 'amount for either over- or undel--estimates of projected

credit hour production. While other states use projected enrollments or credit

hours, Michigan's proposed formula is the cnl' one with such a correction

factor. In the budget process for New Mexico. funds are set aside statewide

to cover additional expenses when enrollments exceed the projected level,

although the problin of underestimation is not addressed.

Finally, the Texas budget formula includes a line item for instructional

administration (Deans,s offices), which id based on three factors: a weight

for level of instruction, a weight for cre_t . hour production,. and faculty

eateries. The level weight formula :_eflectli postureuthat instructional

administration is most affected by the undergraduate and the professional

levels and very little by the mastele's And doctoral levels. The credit hourr`

weight formula recognizes that invtitutionsl size, as indicated by credit
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boot ptoductioi, is impoitiTt to this cost and provide; higher weights to

'credit boor psoductioe in,exceas of specified levels. Finally, the entitle-

tional administration is determined by applying these Weights

to the faculty slariei entitlement, a hinction of the number of faculty

imatio2s.
.

Ths activitiqs associated with instruction and departmental research

inmotive'the largest share of the' educational budget.. The costs associated

with thee* activities include faculty, administrative* and staff salaries;

mmteriait and supplies; equipment; and other operating expenses.. In deriviAg-
t

budget aetimetes for this, category,. both the total entitlement and the liee

1 its approach are represented it tOe budget formulas reviewed. tins ths_Opel,
satitler.eet approach is taken, the formula-uses the workload method. Credit_ -- --

' Hours ai;-e multiplied by specific rates per credit hour,_where the rates enceepasit
se

the total costs associated :with instruction and departmental research into

e tingle number- differentiated by prograa are and level.' When the line item

approach is taken,` salaries or compensation ...e one set of coneideistiong,

ind other operating expenses hre a second area. With salaries as a this item.
4

the staffing stendard method is the rule, where the number of required positions

is multiplied by specific salary rates. Support for other operating expenses

is derived using either a workload method or a percentage base method. Adjust!-%,
--

merits for over- or under-projection of the units are also of &omega and are

addresecd explifitly by one of'the formulas reviewed.

3.2 General Support

The budget formulas of Louisiana, New Mexico, and Oklahoma provide for

general support for the institutiout beyond that speCifically for instruction:

Table 4 summerises,the components and methods used in the formulas. Both

Louisiana and New Mexico derive %.he entitlement (forpneral support as percentage&

of the iretru,Aion and departmental research entitlement. The Louisiana formula

derives an estimate for the-instructional gavot base. It then takes the

position that the state should support 732 of the total educational and general

needs of institutions and faculty salaries should refledt 662 of these total

expenditures.- Given these two assumptions, the amount for general support .

is'then letereined to be 62.652 of the derived ip;4itonal salary base.

The total institutional eutitleient is.the salary base plus 62.65; of that

salary bus. Algebraically, this figure is equivalent to the 732 for state

support. In a similar manner, the New Mexico formula specifies that for large
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Aleaerel 04000 should reflect 442 of the total-educational mud

terse end for'saall institutions, 452. In contrast to the

Oklahoma's budget formula has determined historic costs

"eadollment ani developed a general support entitlement by multiplying

the' projacted PTE enrollment by the rate 'per student. These rates are diiier-

satiated by program and level.

Tata. 4_

General Support

Total 'Intttlement, ADproIch

Vait/Companant

Instruction, Entitlement

Projected FT' Enrollment

Rate per Unit

9.4 Research

Method of Calculation

St inn Stan a

: 4

Louisiana
-pi* Pico

Oklahoma

Oklahoma
IL

A

Funds supporting organized researchnctivities, whether commissioned

by an external agency or sponsored by the institution, are categorised as

research following current accounting practices (RACUBO, 1974). The distin-

guishing characteristic between this category and thit of instruction and

departmental research is that these research activities are separately budgeted.

Typically such expenditures are fulided by the state on a project grant basis

and, therefore, are not usually included in the-formula budget. Several-states,

however, do provide for research support as part of the formula. As shown

in Table 5, when the total entitlemeni.approach is taken; the aitbod used

by Alabama, Tennessee, and _Taxaswes a percentage of a specified bass.. In.

Alabama's formula, 22 of the instruction and deparimental research entitlement.'

iefor research. Tennessee's budget procedure sets aside $1,500,000 for re-

oearch support to be divided rug the institutions. tf an institution secured

external funds in excess of $5.,00 either from pri4ete or sorer nunetal sources

for research during the base Tear peripd, then a percentage of these funds

baled on the institution's proportion to the total state amount of sponsored i

research funds secured-during phi base year, ti nistribdted to the respective

institutions. The Texas budget formula for organized research includes 52

of the sponsor444aiassreh-fonds secured by'an institution from external sources.



Table 5

Research

lestructionEntittlecent

Imstitmtiomel.Sponsored.
RaMeaFe!! Funds

s- 5 ithithod of Caliulation
Szef fins Stairdard Workload

tirtewida Total Sponsored
Research Funds

Bass FIE Student Enrollment

Faculty Salaries

PercentaDi Baas

Tampons
TawTaxa.

Teams

Tines

Lin* Item Approach

Unit/Component

Research Base

Base FTE"Faculty Michigan

Standard-Average Salary Michigan.

'iatt_od of Calculation
Staffing Standard Workload- Percentage Bass

, Reaearch Capacity_

'llion-Goneral Fund iesearch

Funds

Besmirch Institutes

Base Budget Expenditure

Program Changes
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the mount determined for faculty salaries is multiplied by an

ISMItiletimsal complexity factor. This complexity factor is based on the ITt

by level, end to soev extent, program area. Underg4duate enroll-

MOM iS neighted as a low factor in its contribution to the complexity of

the institution. Master's level enrollment iR weightkd so that it contributes

slightly mane, and the weights are differentiated by program. The laygeSt

festal* comtribuang to institutional complexity, as defined in this formula,

is_ doctoral level enrollment, which is also weighted by Orogran. The erAitle-

:---ftlai fee: ..sad research under the Texas formula is then 70% of tb* *sighted

sassy amount add the p-rcentAge for the base year sponsored research

- larpanditure.

Using a line item Approach, the Michigan budget formula incorporates

three fIrmula items: research base, research capacity, and research inatitu-

ides. In addition, institutions can be awarded special project granter and

changes to existing project grants are included but ceither as a formula-

derived line item; the institution projects and justifies this amount. Of

the formula derived line-items, the research base is developed using the

r.r staffing standard method; 2% of a base year ITt faculty positions supported

by state general funds is multiplied by the average statewide faculty salary,,

rate for that base period., Research capacity is derived as a percentage of

the non-general fund research expenditures. State-sponsored research institu--

tes, according to the formula, maintain a base amount and receive a percentage

increase, plus funds to support justifiable program increases.

S

By making the provision foi sponsored or organized research as part of

the budget formula, these states recognise that research is an integral part

of the mission of postsecondiry institutions, and they are willing to support,

at least in part, these activities. The Texas and Michigan formulas, in par-

ticular, reinforce those' institutions which have obtaine..4. funding.

Since the acquisition of external funds requires that faculty utilize their

time and institutional resources in the preparation and submission of pro-

posals, die posture of theie states is_one which provides incentives for

externally funded sponsored research.

3.4 Public Service,

Public service activities of postsecondary institutions involve wninstruc-

tional programs provided to the community and cooperative extension services.

Conferences, institutes, radio and television, consulting, and reference bureaus

are examples. Of the four state budget formulas which explicitly addressed
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lie service category, threeAlabama, Tennessee, and Texas - -use the

_otal_entitlement approach, is shown in Table 6. The Continuing Education

`fit-proeides the costing unit in the budget formulas of Tennessee and Texas,

-Although the rates are determined differently. In the Tennessee formula,

four ranges of continuing education units are given, and a fixed amount is

associated with each range. In the Texas formula, the rite is $10 per con-
,

tiquimg education unit. Both formulas, however, provide a minimum of $25,000._

and anoxia= of either $100,000 (Tennessee) or $200,000 (Texas).* The Alabama

gadget female proraides for 2% of the instruction entitlement to be fot.piablic
,

trice -activities.
*Chips's proposed budget foruula takes a line item approach,"including

. components representing continuing education, broadtast, past performance,

service area, delivery capacity, and state-sponsored institutes. Condoning

education in the formula is shown as a function of the espenditree fei-academic

support and credit hours for a base period. (Academic support expenditures
reflect funds'Itxpended for those activities which support the scissions Of

instruction, research, and public service, such as libraries and museums;

demonstration schools; audio-visual services and computing support; academic
. . .

administration; and curriculum development.) The forint* provides an historic

academic support rate per credit hour and then mult" lies this rate by a base

ineweperiod number of-continUing s,education unit -The antic t for broidcasting
--.

activities is based on fixed amounts of $460,000 for CPB televition, $118,000

.tor CPB radio, and $25,000 far non -CPB radio. In determining the entitlement
,

for past performance, 50% of the total investment for continuing education

and broadcasting is multiplied by the proportion of the statewide expenditures

for public service spent by the institution. Service area entitlement is

. based on 12.5% ot the total for continuing education *sting and

the percentage of the population served by the institution. De capacity

also is developed from the total for continuing education and broadcasting;

37.52 of this total is multiplied by the percentage of the total PTS students

associated with public service activititl. As a non-formula item; estimates

for state-sponsored 'institutes' budgets are based on institutional justifica-

tion. Finkily, the state's estimate of the total public service entitlement

di 6.5% of the sum of these line items.

3.5 Academic Support and Libraries

Academic support activities incicde service provided by the institution

to meet the missions of instruction, research, and public s'.1.7vice. A major
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Table 6

Public Service

Total Et Approachh

tb...ZLCo

Dees C6ntisming Education
Units

Imaiructional Entitlement

.1.11.....11.01=11401/1.eMilb.

Method of Calculation
§111112gStandtad Woe-load PercentseAtn__

Line Item Approach

Tennessee
Texas

Method of Calculation
Mit/Component Staffing Standard WDrklned flitre "re

, Continuing Education

Ease Period Academic Support
Expenditure Michigan

Ease Period Credit Hours Michigan

.Continuing Education Units Michigan

Broadcast

Fixed Amount

Past Performance

Continuing Education
Entitlement

Broadcast Entitleaeut

Institutional Funds for
Service /4

Statemide,Finds for
Service

Service Area

Continuing Education

itoadc
yercent\of Population
Served

Delivery acity

Continuftg Educat ion

Eroadcait

Percent of PTE Stude
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&citatory in this area is the cost, of the libraries, and manyiof the state

-budget formulas address libraries as a separate category, rater, than including
. =

it in'aoademic support. Academic support typically includes costs associated

with mmarirms'and galleriek; demonstratior, cols; media and 4chnology, such

as prdicr-visual services and computing support; academic administration and

persounel development; and separately budgeted support for course and curriculum

developmeat. while several states have separate *ormulas for both academic

supporn and libraries (Alabama,, Tennessee, and Irirgitia), othiera-addresa-only

library. category (Texas and Washington) or totalscadeel# support (Ohio).

Michigan's bedsit formula contains *mimic support as a forimula item and

libraries as 4nm-formula item.

Table 7 presents a summery of the approaches and methods used by the

'selected States for the category of icademic support. Three of. the state

- budget formulas consider acadelic Support as a percentage of theinatructioaal.

entitlement: Alabama.- 52, Tennessee - 82, and Midbissn'-.`242.' Ohio's budget

Arimmult-rettscts a cost per FT8student basis which fa delineated by program

area and level and includes 1,0rary support as well. Virginia's budget forint&

utilises a staffing standard approach where the-number of positions to be

2:3distributed among the various programs is a function of the number of tnstruc-

tional and administrative faculty positions. Under theNtrginia mathodotors;

Oistinetion is made between thtstaffing needs of doctoral-granting uniier-

sities and those of comprehensive colleges, liberal arts colleges,-and jpecialised

Institutions. For excmple, the ratio of FT! instruttional faculty positions

to administrative positions is 20 to 1 far doctoral-granting Universities

and 35 to 1 for the other institutions. The-number,of derived positions is

then multiplied by an institutional average salary in obtain the academic

support entitlement.

The budget formulas of Alabama, Tennessee, and Texas each approach the

library funding in terms of total entitlement. As shown in Table 8, in all

three cases,fthe amount is based on credit hours and specified rates per credit

hour. Tennessee and Alabama use projected credit hours, "tile. Texas uses

a base period production. All three, however, take into account level; Tennessee

distinguishes between lower level and upper level undergraduate, while Alabama

and Texas consider one level of undergraduate. 'Texas also recognises a category

labeled "stecial profess'-nal." The rates per credit hour necessarily differ,

but in general reflect.that larger costs are associated with the more advanced

levels.
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Table 7

Academic Support

01 OoOR

Instruction Eatitlemen

method of Calculation
-Stiffint-Seinderd- Workload Percentage Base

Projected. FDA *Enrollment

Rats Per Unit

IPTI Instructional Faculty Virginia

--- F Administrative Faculty Virginia

Institutional Average Salary Virginia

Ohio

Ohio

Alabama
Michigan
Tennessee

As an alternative to the total entitlement appr^uch, the library,budget

forss as of Virginia.and Washington reflect distinct line items by including

staffi4iiiIiiies and library maintenance with Washington also including

ILbinding. With regard to stiffing needs, both state budget formulas provide

for "minimum of FTE staff positions to which are added positions as related

to FIE enrollment and FTE faculty positions. The enrollmenifaiiaa74i.--

lineatad by`iT1 in both formulas and reflects a differential weighting of

the enrollment depending on level. With regard to faculty positions, Virginia

formula not only includes it as a factor but also differentiates Wiesen doc-

torsl- granting institutions and the comprehensive colleges, liberal ails

colleges, and specialized institutions. In addition to enrollment and faculty

factors, the Washington formula, as recommended, also rakes into account the

number of IITIC staff, a weight 4; maintenance of the current-collection, and

',weight for new acquisitions. From these factors the number of required

positions is derived, and the lit....ary staffing sailer, entitlement is computed

by multiplying this number by either an institutions,. salary rate (Virginia)

or a standard amount (Washington).

For library maintenance, the approach taken in the recommended Washington

formula and in the Virginia formula for doctoral-srantins institutions meets

the Association of Eesearch Libraries membership criteria (The Voight Formula)

by determining the number of volumes and multiplying this by a standard rate

per volume. In both formulas, determination of the number of volumes talc*.



Table 8

Libraries

Total Entit ement A

WeitfcomemiL

Base credit Sour*

Projected Credit Hours

Staffing Salaries

Fixed Positions

ouch

-Method of Calculation
Staffing-Standard 'Workload Percentage Base

Texas

Alabama
Tennessee

Line Item Approach

Base Students by Leltel

Instruction PTE Faculty

YIN Salm

Current Collections

New Acquisitions

Institutional Salary

Standard Salary

Library Maintenance

Number of Volumes

Rate per Unit

N.

Program

Level

Number of Programs

Musa got it lemeot

FIB Students by Level

Binding

Current ubecriptions

Weight for Rebinding

Standard Dollar Value

. Alabama
Tennessee
Texas

Alabama
-Tennessee
Texas

Method of CalculiOon
Standard Workload Percentage Base

Virginia
Washington

Virginia,
Wasibgton

Vitginia
Washington.

Washington

Waihington

Washington

Virginia

Washington

Virginia
Washington

Virginia
Washington

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Washington

Washington

Washington

Mar



into accoent severs' factors: volume base; 5rogrm additions by area; and

sponsored research adjustments. The Washington formula also address** changes

student enrollment, faculty changes, acd a replacement adjustment. Per

all other institutions in Virginia, the Virginia Maintenance Formula is used.

i-llied eniiilement which is modified by total program,

,Togr- magaitude, and enrollment Weights. The total program weight Le derived

tram weights assigned to program areas and attributed to the institution,

iantimgent on its unique program offerings at the _undergraduate, master's

and doctoral levels.. The program egnitude weight is based on the lumber

of authorised programs offered at eich leeel. Aye enrollment is also weighted

to differentiate among the levels which is then divi4ed by the unmeigkted

enrollment to derive the enrollment weight. The library entitlement under

the Virginia Maintenance Formula is then found by multiplying three three

weights by the fixed base amount.

As a final consideration to the library'budget formula, Washington: in-

cludes a separate line item for binding. This formula takes in account-41e

current subscription rate, which is multiplied by a rats of 1.2 to allow for

binding and rebinding. The resulting weighted subscription rate is then

multiplied by a standard dollar out to obtain the.entitlement for binding:
I

3.6 Student Services

Student services activities include those associated with admissions

and registrar offices, as well as those organisations which contribute to

the student's emotional and physicallvell -being and to his intellectual,

social, and viltural development outside the context of the formal instruc-

tional program. As shown in Table 9, while_imea(Sttes addressed student

services as a distinct category and utilized the total entitlement approach,

the Virginia budget formula takes a lini-item approach.' Virginia derives

the amount for student services'on the basis of required positions and insti-

tutional average salaries. Administrative positions, given a fixed number

of 2 YTS positions, are a function of the number of FIE enrollment (2.75 per

1000 students), while support staff positions are based on the number of FTS

instructional faculty (22.90per 100 faculty).

The remaining budget formulas for the most part, view student services.

as a function of enrollment. Alabama, Michigan, Tennessee, fimitt and iashingeon

use a headcount enrollment, while the Ohio formula uses FIE enrofiment, but

all compute rate per student. Differentiation nn the rate per student occurs
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Table 9

Sttãnt Services

TOtal Entitlemea Approach

th?myonsirt

&iodation:Applications

Beds in Residency Halls

Active Placement Piled.

Projected Credit .-rs

VII Enrollment

Headcount SvAtote

late per enit

'

Method of Calculat o
JiaLLisEjtmlismi

lase Amount for Sponsored Research

Base I 4 C Funds*

Line item A

Unit/Component

Aaministrative Positions

Fixed Ronher of Positions

Base 77E Students

Inatruction..1 Average Salary

Clr--Afied Staff Positions

Fired Number of Positions

/7E Instructional Faculty

Institutional Average S4Lary

Workload Pe

Washington

Washington

iitshington

Michigan

Ohio

Alabama
Melds=
Tenemseee
Tames
Washington

Alabama
Obi*
Michigan
Tennessee
Taxis
Washington

Elsa*

Tends

Method of Calculation
Staffing Standard Workload Percentage Baas-

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia.

illinclnqire of an amount for General Admdcistratios and Student Services.
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either In term of institutional use (Alabama and Texas) or by program (Ohio)

it
ter by lc A (Washington). In'iddi a to headcount enrollment, Michigan also

`ziaaltulas a fixed rate per credit h r. Washington's recommended formula

handset factors in addition to enrollment: adaission applications, beds

in residence halls, and active placement files, each with-fixed rates.

Since the texas formula is designed to reflect not only student services

but also general administration, it includes two factors not directly associated

-with student services. One factor is associated with the administratiovof

'Smeared research, where-.72 of the haselyeir Koesored research funds is

inilidedas part of the entitlement. The second factor included in the Tsui

foripla is 1.2 of the base period amount for Sducationei and General btpendir

tures, exclusive of the amount for General Administration ar.4 Student Services.

1-7-- c 3,7 ----lastitutioual-Support

This functional category includes the central management and lolg-range

planning for the entire - institution; fiscal operations: administrative data

processing; space management; employee and personnel % rds:,.logistical

services such as procurement, security, printing, end transportation; support .

'services for faculty and staff which are not auxiliary enterpriges; and community

and.alumni relations. Table 10 summarises the approaches -and components

addressed by the vArioua state budget formulas.

In terms of the total entitlement approach, the budget formulas of both

Ohio and T,Aas use the workload me? 3d to calculate institutional support.-

%iota formula, however, is based on projected ?TS enrollment, while the Taxa

formuls considers base period credit hours. In the Obiosfornmis; the rate,

per student are differentiated by program and level and are based on institu-

tionally defined, historid costs. The rates per credit hour are standard

and-do not reflect program or level but rather are differentiated on the basis

of-amount of credit hours. The first 200,000 credit hours are coated at $1.02

and the rate progresses within ranges until amounts of credit hours over

600,000 are coated at $/.39. A minimum of $110,000 is also provided in the

Texis formula as a base for all institutions.

In Alabama's entitlement for institutional support, 22 of the total

formula derived entitlement, including operation and maintenance of physical

plant but excepttwe utilities, represents the recommended amount. Tennessee's

method for estimating the entitlement for institutional support considers
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Table 10

Institutional Support

/

11

Onittpoivonent

Profited FIE Enrollment'

Emile craft Sours

Eat. per Unit

Fixed Entitlement

Total Formula Entitlement

Method of Calculati,
Staffing Standard Workload arcantano 'base

4
Ohio

Total Non-forikula Entitlement .

Elie Tear State Fund Expenditures

I

Taxi,

Ohio
Texas

Texas

Line Item Approach

Nithod of Calculation

UhitiCOmponent Staffing Standard Workload Fermatas* Ease

Thanamat
/acids=

Classified Staff Positions

,Fixed Number of Positions Virginia

FIE Instructional Faculty Virginia

Institutional Average Salary Virginia

Adainistrative,Positions

Fixed Number of Positions Virginia

Base PTE Enrollment Virginia

Institutional Averaga Salary Virginia
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of forinla and non-formula expenditures, excluding that for inatitu-

t*. Given this amdunt, one of four formulas is applied depending

the amount acrd attempting to reflect institutional site Michigan's proposed

for institutional support was derived from a regression analysis and

takes intAraciount general fund expenditures, exclusive of institutional

suppoit and research agencies. Eulh of the retaining trmulas essentially

follows this same computational procednre, al.housh the particular values

of the percentages change, contingent on the total amount, and fixed antitle.r

meats are insdrporated to adjust for institutional size.-

[

*Although the Virginia formula incorporates two separatw line-items:

1) exe:Ontive manegement:fiscal operatiods,.general admisistritive service,

sid.publio relations and development, and 2) administrative tata proceosing.-

the 4stinguilking.attribuiis of the line its. AM rotated to the' type of

position being considered. in both line items, the member of classified staff

positions is computed on the basis of a fixed masher of positions and the

eueber of FTZ instructional faculty. Administrative positions for ammoutive

minagenent activities are differentiated by es type of institutine (doctoral

granting versus comprebedsive colleges, liberal arts colleges, and specialised

institutions) and are based on a fixed unlimber plus additiomal position depending

on the ember of in enrplIments. For the data processing line item the the

number of achsinistrativa--positionr_is_based on a fized_hasm_and_an...edditiomel-

number at a rate of positions. per FTE students. Once the number of positions

is determined, the entitlement amount ip the number of positions multiplied

by an institutional average salt.

3.6 Operation and Maintenance s Physical Plat

The activities associated with this .Ategory include operations, services,-

and maintenance related ta pound., and Csetities, as wallas the expenses

related to utilities, fire pr-kection, and property insurance. Table 11

summarises, according to approach, the meth ds and cc ?anent* used by those

states surveyed which-addressed this categoly. Applying the total entitlement

approach, both the Ohio and Michigan budget formulas_ consider the operation.
wJ

and maintenance of physic-1 plant '1 the basis of a rate per unit. Ohio's

formula is based on projected FTE student enrollment, and the specific rates

per student are differentiaced by pribipm area and student level. Michigan's
de

'formula is based on a fixed rate ($1.65) per gross square footage, plus a

fixed entitlen,at ( ,225,000 plus an amount to offset inflation).

:



Table 11

Operation and Maintenalt* of Physical Plant
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el lies items are considered as an alternative to the total entitle-
..

., &titling maintenance,- in both the Texas and Washington formulas,

handing factor, or maintenance cost factor, whichtia a percentage

the type of building construction: masonry-wood, and &scary,

or not the building is air-conditioned. The replacement value

of the bandies issehen multiplied by t his percentage to generate the main-

teeaece requirement for each building, and those 'mounts are summed to generate

the maintenance entitlement for the entire inanitutien.:

Custodial, or janitorial, services are also included as a line hen in

the Texas and Washington formulas. In the Texas formula, the natal iquare

footage` of the outside dimensions of educationa and general buildings is

multiplied by a staidard rate per aquas fooe_($0.5358). Weshiegtomis budget

formula for custodial services reflects two distinct cat vies: salaries

and operations. In determining the salary entitlement, the total, eivare feet

served is divided by a standard productivity rate per m staff (20,000 sq. ft.)

to.mbich is added any institutionally justified adjustasets. the resulting

number of non-year positions is then multipliid by a standard salary rate.

The operations entitlement is determined on the basis oic a standard rate Per

man -year.

Knotherline item considefftin the Texas and -W4 state budget.

formulas is grounds maintenance. The Texas formula uses a staffing standard

method in estimating this entitlement, where the number of hours required

to maintain the grounds is a function of the total linear perimeter of the

buildings, the tJtal number of acres of lawns and maintained =els, and a

base term headcount enrollment. The number of hours is: there multiplied by

an average hourly rate. ThellIttaffing standard method is also,used in the

Washington formula for estimating the salary component of grounds maintenance.

The number of required positions is determined as a function of the number

--al ecres,'"uhere the acres are categorised into four types of acreage, such

as lawns.or paved areas. A standard number of acres per man-year by category

is divided into the acres to determine the number of requirqd positions, to

which numbers of institutionally- justified positions are added. The total

number of positions.is then multiplied by a staidird salary rate. The opera-

tions entitlement for grounds maintenance is estimated by multiplying the

number of acres by category by a standard rate per category.

4
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Al bash sad Tennessee in their budget formulas for general maltase)-

WientitIleent to be's Eduction of the total gross iquare feet

and general spade, which is multiplied by a specific rate

foot. The approach taken by Texas for this category uses two

Part of the formula estimates the number of hours required on they

bail of-the base period ITS enrollment and the :number of PIT esployees'illiikle

for retirement and then multiplies this by the average hourly rate. A second

facts? imq,des 2.82 of the replacement cost of the buildings as patt of d

gametal maintenance requirement. A minimum of $106,000 for this category

it alas stipuldted in the Texas budget formula.

Si budget.' ?males including utilities as a'distiect line itemAhe

(*Gars twat by Alabama andiennessee are the total gross. scare feet emitiplied

by i specific rate per square foot. Washington's budget foemulaioultipliee

standardides moult derivid as the building maintesamce entitlammatior a standard rate

of le to estimate the utility maintenance entitlement.

3.9 Adjustment:

Although the budget formula may project the resource requirements of

an institution; the amount actually appropriated by the state does not necessarily
'----A

---equal-that need. The amount to be appropriated is typically determined by

negotiations between the institution and the various state agesciss, including

the legislature. Louisiana's ormula *pacifies that the state should support

ncl732 of the institutional needs has built this factor directly into the

budget formula. Michigan, while not specifying a particular method, suggests

several alternatives

1) Tbe state J11 guarantee a percentage of the grass amount derived

by the model for each sector, i.e. 802 for the state colleges, 752

for the universities, and so on.

2) The state will deduct a standard of 402 of the amount derived by

the model for instructr,n from the gross amount derived by the model.

3) The state will guarantee a percentage of the amounts derived by

the model for each of the various wve:tents, i.e. Instruction -

752, Research - 502, Public Service - 502, Academic Support - 752,

Student Services - 302, lost tutional Support - 502.

4) The state will deduct a 'ion and amount per att. _at to reflect

tuition income.

The .ipproach reflected in the fourth Michigan alternative has been adopted

by four of the states included in lie study: *Abeam, New Mexicot_Oklahoes;

and Tennessee, and as indicated in Table 12, they have expanded the approach

beyond the tuition adjustment- A deduction is rIso mad* for the recovery
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t coots (Neiv,Mexico - 202 and -Tennessee - 80%). Revenues froi govern -

el othir than the'state, are included as deductions in the Oklahoma

S 141ammlas, as well as income from the sales and services of educes`

dagertmem;s. New Mexico's budget formula deducts 802 of the institution's

frog investments. Another de4uction, labeled a maintenance fee deduc_-

is imcluded in the Tennessee and New Suit; formulas. In Dotal, the .

dedictiskis-based on the credit hours produced and a specified rate per credit

'INImmessees also includes a standard deduction based on Malik/aunt smcoll-

oss-

_Tiallme-faftiii. loth Tennessee .and 0k:34k:deduct incsak.froomisceilaneaab

micas. Only New Mexixo's budget formula provides credit to the institutions` micas.

scholarships and the amount expended for MOIL matehing finds.

Table 12

Adjustments

Debit Comment S_tate

Tuition and Related Fees Alabama
New Mexico
Oklahoma'
Temmessee

Recovery of Indirect Costs, Nev Mexico
Tennessee-

Oklahoma
Tennessee

OklabOma
Temmessee

New Mexico

New Mexico
Tennessee

Intercollegiate Athletics Tennessee

Miscellaneous Sources Oklahoma
Tumefies

Covernmeatal Services

.Sales and Services of Educational Department

Investment Earnings

Maintenance Fee Deduction

Credit Component

student Scholarships
NDSL Matching Funds
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Three states -- Alabama, Ohio, and Oklahoma --consider education of

spefialists as separate entities on a formula basis. For the most

tio14 the remaining selected states also - consider the health areas individually

Imit hearth. appropriation on specific institutional justification. Michigan's

tattooist.' funding approach is the most explicit in respect to institutions).

jnettfitationt entitlement for the health professions is equivalent to the

curispi amount pine an amount for inflation (642 of the current aaemuTtLplus

awl program thanilm

The Alabama budget formulas for health Instructional_azess"distiegmith

Wawa medical schizo' funding and dental and Optometry *ciao/ feedlot. Moth

'-areflose0 on projected enrollment. The medical school fusalkerforoulao itommiro-

le-beeed on a staffing standafd method where .she saber of:positteturis derived

from' the enrollment and specified stodsot-fscuity ratios. the maker of pod-.

tions in than multipliidthy a salary rate pit position. The entitles 'for

the dental and optoaetry s;teols, on the other hand, reflects a veatlaalithad

where the enrollment is multiplied by specific rates per student. for both

formulas, the entitlements are adjusted for tuition revenue.

in the Ohio budget formula, like the Alabama formula, woundels are

specified, one for mediklpe and =star dentistry, optometry, aed veterinary

medicine. Both models reflect identical procedures and'differ only wit regard

to the specific ?aims. The models specify rates per /TX student for the grew

of instruction and departMental research, academic support, student services,

institutional support, and plant operation- The rates for all areas, except

the instruction area are based on historical costs which exclude funds from.

federal government capitation grants. The r e' YTS student,in the instrucA

tion category is comprised of three factors: faculty-compensation, other

departmental compensation, and other departmental expenses. Vacuity compensa-

tioh per student is based on the student-faculty ratio (4:5 to 1 in medicine,

6.5 to 1 in the other health professions) and the average annual salary per

faculty somber, which is also differentiated in the two models.1 The remaining

departmental expenses are based on historical cost studies which derive the

average cost per student. By multiplying the derived costs per;student by

the projected FTE enrollment, the,entitigments for each model lee obtained.

Oklahoma's budget formula considers health-related instru4tional programs

and libraries on the basis of formulas; the other areas--generil edministra-

tion and expense, continuing education, organized research, and plant maintenance
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Aneratioa--are handled as incremental budget items. The instructional

reflect the staffinl standard method taken in conjunction with a=iine

approach differentiated for each of the programs: medicine, dentistry,

emrsieg, health, graduate college, and pharmacy. Faculty sflaries, as a line

itamL are determined on the basis of projected FTE stud.mts, specified student-

faculty ratios, and salary rotes per position. Other professional salaries

erebased on &dined lumber of positions, dependent on the particular program,

404 a fixed salary rate, ehile support staff salaries are based' on the number

faculty positions, 'specified staff-faculty ratios., and standard agar*

F

rates. Benefits are derived as a percentagerslatiiis, aid other

ieslructional espesSas as a percentage (12Z) of all salaries and berate.

librim entitlements also reflect, for .he mast part, the staffing standard 4
method and line itemIpproach. Fixed numbers of professional and support

staff and standard salary rates are specified. Other library expenses err(

a percentage (122) of the salaries and benefite, and thl entitlement f

hooks, binding, and printing is 692 of the total for salaries benefitsi and

Other library expenses.
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4.0 Development and Maintenance of a Formula Budgeting Precise

_Ina study recently published by the Center for Research and Development

in Nigher Mutation at the University of California at Berkeley, Milsimpir

(1976) addressed the processes involved in the evolution of a formula in the

state budgeting process. His concern was not for the specific components,

methods, or approaches reflected in the developed familia, but rather m

the questions of how a formula is introduced to the budget process, 'by emd

how a formula is modified, and what factors are involved with the dissolution

of a budget formula. In addition, Xeisinger4iscusses the strategics and

counteratrategies used by the agencies and institutions involved-is the-State

budgeting process. Three case histories: California, Illinois, midterms,

(two of which, Californis'and Illinois, have abandoned formula budgeting),

serve as the foundation for his comments and observations. The following

brief review of this work provides insight into the problems confronting the

relationship of public institutions and state government. Ti implementa-

tion and use of a budget formula requires not only the d3velopment of the

specific component relationships but also the recognition and development

of the organisational structure and technological bases required ro support

it.

4.1 IntrAuction of a Budget Formula

Central to the introduction of a budget formula to the state budget pro-

cess is the delineation of the sources of initial support for the concept.

In the early 1950'a, state support for the development of a statewide California

budget formula was derived primarily from the executive budget office. It

was the DipifeMent of Finance, with the basking of state colleges, which if

argued for a formula based on statewide staffing standards. In Iltlinois,

the impetus for the development of a budget formula was derived IrOm the
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)1\tate college system during the 1960's and Eros a rivalry between

tetemmiversiths. Anon the public institutions in Illinois, the budget

wee seen as the mechanism which ',mid provide an equitable

diistributan of.state funds and reduce the political uncertainties that existed.

In Tim, the legislatire was.thepredominent force in the introduction of

isbeiget fosmula, with strong support from the larger institutions. Regard-

lees.efthe source of support for the introduction of a budget formula, the

budget process requires that the toncept receive the support of thecoestitueecies

mat rill be direitly affected by the formula: the executive budget office,

the Iiiielature, the state agency for higher education, and the individual

instititioni. Without the final support of these groups, the Imaiiseicy of

the formula concept for **source allocations is brought into question and

adoptive of effective=impleminting procedure is made more difficult.

To facilitate the development of supportforth(' concept# enoreeeise-

plional framework for the design-and ifplementation of the bpdget formula must

be menu - planned. As a partial solution-to this situation, California, Illinois.

and Texas each used task forces or committees, composed of representatives

from the= various concerned constituencies, to develop the formulaa.-Ilutee

task forces encouraged pard.cipation and communication amens the-various

grpoi,which assisted in making legitimate the use of formulas. Furthermore,

having developed a specific formula, an organisational structure that will

provide for the implementation of the process must exist. If the formula

is_to achieve the objectives for which it Was developed, the roles of each

couetitueicy must be clearly delineated.

'hilly, the development of a formula budget requires that an adequate

in-formation bias be available, and theiechanisme for collecting and updating

this data bass must also be defined. The development of a formpla necessitated

that definitions be developed and applied uniformly an4 that historical as

well as current information be ohtained and analysed. In the three cases

studied by Heisinger (1976), the specific parameters and components to be

included in the formula evolved trail data _elements already a part of the

decision-making process, While the data structure and particular definitions

became more unified across the institutions, th, basis was already firmly

rooted within the existing framework. The proh:em is mare difficult when

existing data bigiati and agreed 4firatiiiiiiir-do-notexist or ate inconsistent

A across the system.
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Iftlitication of a beget formula

aloe bevies Utroduced a budget formula into the budgeting process, it

it secessary to insure that the formula can be updated and modified to respond

ehmesing conditions. mile this maytbe limited to only the updating of

ths date hese, it typically requires more extensive revision resulting from

cha im definitions, the addition or deletion of specific 4omponents, or

d cbangè in the basic philosophical premises underlying the formula. As shown

by the experiences of California, Illinois', end Texas, disonchanusent with

the ir4dalend subsequent formulas by any oue of that constitaenciei involved

mod pressure from external forces are two primary factors. Esmrdifinitioss

of an TTI student and new formulas to cover additional aspects of the institu-

tional budget were some of the things to be altered in the Texas formula;

= The completion of accurate cost studies and a change in the legislatmre's

philosophy from an inctseestal to comprehensive budgeting cow:apt 111141C4 two .

concerns in Illinois. In California, efforts. !located on the adjustment of

* factor to give more faculty workload credit forlaboratoruinstruction,

the provision of a differential for graduate study, and the inclusion of state

support for faculty research.

Again critical to the sodification of a budget formula is the provision
L

for as organisational structure. This was one of the.mejor weaknesses in

the Californian formula budg4ties process, while the continued success of both

the Illinois and Texas 'palms could be attributed in part to the provisioq

of a mechanism for formuIt vmdificetion organised around arcommittee structure:

The importance of this structure, representing all reletant constituencies,

is that it provides for continuity and an on-going mechanism for the systematic

review of the formula budgeting process. In addition, such participation

facilitates interinstitutional exchange of des', better communiCation, and

more ready acceptance of any-modification i the budget 'ormula. Given the

loog'success of the Texas formula budgeting rocess, its organisation is

particularly noteworthy. Central to the process is die Advisory Committee

and the Coordinating Board. The Advit-A7 Committee, composed of represents-

gives from the institutions, makes recommendations to the Texas Coordinating

Board regarding formula modifications each biennium. These recommendations,

which may or may not be accepted, are Considered in developing the final budget

recommendaticaa sent by the Coordinating Board to the Legislative Budget board

and the Executive Budget Office. Recommendations by the Coordinating Board

are typically incorporated into the state budget instructions without modification.
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The emcees, of this approach is attributable, in part to the informal participa-,

tion of representatives'from both the legislature acid executive 'budge* offices.

Oe soma occasions, the CoordinetingBoard appointed special Formula Stody

Ooinittoas for each of the aziating end proposed foreula areas. These Committee*

ears charged to review, evaluate, and recommend changes in the formats to

tips Advisory Committee.

A third important coneideratioo in the modification of budget formula

is the provision of the technological data base required to support the mo4ifici--

tien. This tity'require the development of new- survey instrumeate, thereOision

of existing data retrieval systems to support both analytical studies as nell

as for, actual changes is the formula. To eons extent, changes in a pacticalai

_budget formula may be limited because-of the costs associLted with,- the cells**

tine and analysis of new dita.

4.3 Dissolution of a Budget Formula

As indicated in Neisinger's study (1976), California aced Illinois abandoned

their state budget formulas early in the 19701s, while that in Tease remains

in effect. One essential component leading to the Texas success id retaining

the budget formula pre-ess is that the state has never been confrontediefth

serious, economic situations, as were -California and Illinois. The asiSC,
of the California budget formula occurred during the 1970-71 fiscal year then

the state revenue base was not expected to increase =dine legislature ids

unwilling to increase taxes. Higher education VIA one area where budget cuts

could be applied. IV the last phase of the California financial crisis;

higher education budgets were reduced and the usr of the formula was dissolved.

In a Similar situation, higher education in Illinois became a lower priority

item in the state executive offices. In addition, this sector VII charged

with waste, inefficiency, mismanagement, and pJor administration. These

charges, concomitant with the financia! condition of the state in the late

1960s and the imposition of a state income tax, reduced public and legislative

support for higher education. The end result, as in California, vas the

reduktion of the higher education budget and the soandonment of the budget

formula.

As these case studies illustrate, crucial to the imptementaL'eln of a

formula in the state budgeting process is maintenance of a level of trust

and confidence mons the state agencies and institutions involved., The erosion

of this trust and confidence in California and Illinpi. was, in part, attributable
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to the memipulation oy the formulas by the institutions to ma).imise their

hudjegrappropriatiou. Manipulation can occur either through tae legal proceases

of sritla change or through the eisrepresentation of the historical or pro-

Aected institutional data. California's budget formula, which was based on.

enrollment and staffing standards, was abused by several institutions by en -

riebing the curricula with courses with more advantageous staffing weitlitC.

Massive auditing of institutional records undertaken by the executive offices

of the state revealed crivical infractions. These "parse' audits were then

eetendz: to on-the-spot audits Where auditors would actually be disguised

as students and attend 'classes to note enrollment, and mode's of instruction.

'The formal& was then used not ar a resource acquisition tool, but as an audit

tract; thi institutions were required to spend the funds as allocated, line

item for line item. This situatic . -mula_manipulation oe the pert of the

institutions and controlled audits on ..ae part of the executive offices, eroded

the trust and confidence of the, parties involved in the budget process.

In contrast, in Texas tittle foraulo manipulation has been evidenced,

attributable partially the *true? F..resign of the formula as well

as the roles and functiots played by state agencies. Based on actual

credit hours produced, the formula does nor explicitly define the number-of

instructional positions required, but rather allows the institution to employ

any number of faculty within the constraints of their reso,,rcei. This is

in contrast to the California formUla whete the budget'formula derived the

number of required faculty and the institetions were held aceountr-41e-fof

the derived number. In addition, administrative positions are not funded

et 1 result of credit hour production, and the incentive to include faculty

in administrative positions to enlarge the appropriations present in the

California formula is nenexistant in the Texas approach. The penalty for

nisrepreseetation of institutional data is a reduced appropriation for the

it fiscal period. Another factor in the formula manipulation problek is

the latitude ptovided for additional funding. In Texas, institutions may

request sod, upon justification,'be allocated funds beyond that resulting

from the formula. Finally, contingency funds are available if institutions

have legitimate additional fiscal require=ents, particularly for periods of

uticepected growth.

A third characteristic of the dissolution of the budget formula moat

Californi* and ;Minipill was the breakdown in the interorganixational 4ine4"

of communication. The-mommunication system either closed down ceeplietely
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or the flow of ooimunication was uni -directional. Although the budget formula

vas-to have functioned iTsalo reduce the political uncertainties, with the

breakiomn in communication the formula became the vehicle for the return of

/ Willy political budget negotiations.

--4,741-0trmitsermstudtImunterstrategies in the Budget Formuli-Praess

The budget process revolves around the submission of institutional re-

ques. 'fel* futidini, the review of those requests by state agencies and the

legislative comittees,.and.the appropriation of funds by the legislature.

-The role of..the institution izythis process is typiciay-focusie On libeTiatitimias-

title of its 'funding level, a9d_thatnifchs_ to agencies, and the legislature

on its reduction. As iiiesult,..the instittitiOns at to develop strategies

to emire maximal funding. di Meisinger (1976;p. 124) describes these strategies

telptive to the formula budgeting process, eheyLinclUdmt 1) the expansion

of coarse offering^ and new programs, 1 padding; 3) formula manipulation,

4) formula'enrichment: or'5).acquisition of external funds.. At the state

level, state agencies and the legislature also develop strategies Ana counter-

strategies to restrict bUdget growth. These_activities include: 1) funding

delay. 2) new progtam control, 3) reallocation targets, 4) base-reduction

targets, 5) budget ceilings, 6) productivity seductions, 7) management-audits

8) reduced. tolerances on enrollment projections, or 9) introduction of a new

formula.

To a significant degree, the use of such strategies on both sides effects

and determines the degree of mutual trust and confidence that the major participants

have in the budgeting system. The cooperative design of the formula is critical

in ensuing that shared trust and confidence, rather than mistrust and disillusion-*

.ment, mar the implementation of a formula budget system.
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5.0 RECOMENDATIONS FOR A COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA BUDGET FORMULA

IP
If the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the public institutions of post-

secohdaiy 'education, including the state-owned, state-related, and community

college sectors, are to pursue the development and implementation of a state

budget formula, several factors must be addressed. The.. establishment of a

budget formula requires an organizational structure march identifies the roles

and responsibilities of individuals, institutions, and agencies who will par

ticipate in the development of the formula. Responsibility for the specifica-

tion of the design of the budget formula 'tould be assigned to this organizational

structure. Implementation of a budget formula once developed also requires

the development of a systematic process that carefully addresses the role

and responsibility of all participating agencies and provides for the interface

of the budget formula and the budget process. The purpose of this section

is to present discussions and recommendations relative to these concerns.

.5.1 Organization for Developing a Commonwealth Budget Formula

Overall the integration of a state budget formula into the ongoing budget

process is a difficult problem. As shown by.the three case studies discussed

in Section 4, the utilization of a task force or committee organizational

structure as the medium for the development phase appears to be the most

successful. By including representatives from the institutions, the state

coordinating board for higher education, a 2 the executive and legislative

branches of the state godernment, the task force imparts to the budget formula

development process a degree of legitimacy. Representation by these critical

constituencies viii_ maximize the potential for uncovering inadequacies at

this phase rather than at the time of implementation. /n addition to a working

task force, it is imperative hat professional staff support personnel be

ti
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provided to conduct the necessary work of yollecting the required data con-
.

ducting the relevant cost studies, deriving the formula weights, and testing

die varioqi formulas for adequacy And equity.

5.2 **commutations for the Design of a Commonwealth Budget Formula

The design and structure of a budget formula is critical to its viability

as part of the budget process. The foreila must be both equitable and adequate;

otherwise, its legitimaty will be brought into question by institutions them-

selves. In addition, the formula must reflect the political "alien in which

it will function in order to reduce political uncertiintie4 and ensure account-
,

iderti-tr---The-boildeee-44-the-formula must recognise that he manner in which

specific functional categories are addressed may increase the political no-

certainties rather than reduce then. For example, the incorporation of faculty

salaries as a separate line item opens the salary rate perjaculty member

as a potentially negotiable item-. In the design of a budget formula, those

areas -ubject to negotiation and the political process must be carefully recorded.

Another consideration is the availability of the data required to support

the formula. Unless a statewide data base exists which has the data elements

reqtriTed or-the procedures designed co collect the information, the budget

formula will not function regardless how well designed and sensitive to change

it is. Accountability wilt also be jeopardised by an igi;deiluste state-wide

data base.

Halstead (1974, pp. 663-4) suggests several criteria for judging the

quality and effectiv ues's of state budghe-formules. The developed budget

formula must er'....Lt validit 't must accurately estivate the budget require-
.

;ments of the institutions. Otherwise, gross deficiencies, surpluses, and

. 444uities may be perpetuated. Comparisons of actual budget patterns with

form4ta estimates, must be continua! 0 made to insure the legitimacy of the

formula. 991astitative definitions oL the factors included)in the formula

must be developed. These factors should be expressed, to the extent possible,

in measursole, potentially countable terms: there judgment is required; such

as the development of weights, decisions should be based on empirical evidence.

Formulas to be effective also must be sensitive to change in the demand for

services and areas of growth. This criterion often requires that the formulao

be rather complex; which may reduce their understandability. Closelz related

to the criterion of sensitivity, adaptability of the formule to the unique

missions and goals of the institutions must be considered, but not to the
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that the cemmunalities of the institutions are obscured. Standardias

the-defiliuions and formula factors mill facilitate the process of

of proarar and institutions, both within the state and with other

tate.. Finally, the budget formulas most be understandable to the users.

Simplielli is the key,, but not to the exclusion of the formula's sensitivity

to change, adaptability, and validity.

The recommendations for the design of a budget fotmula for the Common-

wealth *ill attempt to address these concerns. For the most part, the recemmenda-
,

time reflect a total entitlement approach. This approach, while somewhat::

formula's seieitiviry to-change, provides understandable and

"-milid presentation of the. factors involved in the estimation of an iestite-

tion'a, financial. requirements. In addition, the .mcommendatioes emphasize

the workload Method, which a realistic potential for reducing the political

-negotiations arising from the,uae of a budget formula. Rather than explicitly

delineating the required number of positions and salary rates, such factors

as salaries and operating expenses are implicit within a determined rate.

The workload method is also more sensitive to change and adaptive to new condi-

-, Lions than is the percentage base method. .The recommendations which leilcm
4

ate.intended to serve as a basis for discussions and do not represent a compre-

`henstive or detailed analysis of the problems associated with the development

of a budget formula.

--Recummendation 1.

Separate budget formulas should be developed for-the state-owned, state-

related, and community college sectors. Given the distincrive missions of

these three sectvrs, as reiterated in the 1971 Master Plan, no single formula

could accurately and equitably address their respective resource reqatiiitais.-

The Commonwealth, unlike other states, has developed for certain major components

of the system the concept of "state-relatedness" which differs from the usual

status of major universities in the public sector. Therefore, the development

of three ,arallel, but differing, formulas'for three sectors is required,

given this unique structure.

Recommendation 2.

Separate formulas should be- develops or the health related, professional

areas of medicine, dentistry) and veterinary medicine. These professional

areas, because of the unique nature of instruction involved, represent 4
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Set of conditions that require the development of formulas repro-

swain their specific needs. The nature of the costs associated with such

area differ significantly from the other institutional areas aX5, therefore,

require a different formula.

4
lecommeedition 3.

ti

. Standard definitions for the major functionil categories should be established

and the formals metbodol should be consistent across the three sectors.

While having three separate budiet-formular-permita-a-gr

and addresses to some extent the concern for validity, the comparability of

definitions and general methodelogy of the formulas must be insured to ensure

equity and secant-ability.
4

Biteommendatioe 4.

The budget formulas for each sector should address the functional categories

of instruction, research,, public service, academic support, libraries, student

services, institutional support, and operation and 'maintenance of the physical

22.121 Underlying this recommendation is the assumption that the state recognises

instruction, research, and public service as important activities for the

* benefit of the Commonwealth and thatspecific support activities are a natural

result of engaging in these major missions. Also, it is assumed that the

state desires to support such activities. Because of the differing missions,

of the three sectors, however, not all of these categorier, will necessarily

be of the same importance nor included in each formula (e.g. community colleges

would normally not receive funds for research).

(a) The budget formUla for. instruction should be based on the total

entitlement approach and a workload method based on projected student credit

hour paoduction and specific rates per credit hour. To increase the sensitivity

of the budget formulas, standard instructional progra areas (e.g. education,

engineering, hunanities,,etc.) and program levels (e.g. loverllevel undergraduate,_

upper-level undergraduate, gleduate I, graduate II, etc.) should be differ-

entfated, and specific rates for each program area and level should be determined.

The rates per student credit hour should be developed from historic cost studies

by sector and should incorporate the direct costs of instruction: faculty

and staff salaries, fringe benefits, and other departmental operating expenses.

These rates should be adjusted annually to incorporate inflation increases

in these costs.
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(b) has for the support of research activities should be allocated

IS on a percentage of each institution's external sponsored funding relative

to the statewide total. This proposal is similar to that used in Tennessee

lobate general research' funds, other than for specific project grants and-

arattacts, asp set aside and distributed on the basis ofeach institution's

akin, to generate external funding. Research conducted at the Commonwealth's

,postsecondary educational institutions provides benefits, to the state and /--)

society and the institutions should be given incentives to increase their

efforts to obtain external funding for research. Excluded would be funds

provided by the federal government through the state under land-grant legisla-

tion to the Pennsylvania State University. In addition, the state_ ARAWAL______

channel funds to support specific research projects of high value to the state
tr

to the appropriate agencies of state government for allocation to both public

and private universities on the basis of competitive proposals.

.) (c) Public servics activities Sbould be supported as a percentage of

the instruction entitlement, where that percentage is derived from historic

studies by sector. While the percentage method is generafly.not preferred

because-6E-6e assumptions underlying its use, the difficulty in developing

a reliable and valid measure of public service, such as the continuing educa-

tion unit, headcount enrollment, or the contact hour, precludes alternative

methods at this time. Until such an indicator is developed, however, the

percentage method appears to be the most feasibly alternative.

-(d) Academic support should be based on a workload method, where pro-

jected student credit hour prodUction is differentiated by level and multiplied

by historic rates per credit hour, adjusted for inflation. The underlying

assumption is that academic support activities (e.g. academic administration,

museums and galleries, media and technology, and separately bu4geted cqurse

and curriculum development) are related to student credit hour production

and that the costs differ by instructional level. Headcount enrollment may

"be.another factor associated with this functional category, and its use in

the formula also should be investigated.

(e) Support for libraries should reflect two line items: general library

support and library =lute ince. General support for library expenses should

be calculated on the basis of projected headcount enrollment, by level, multiplied

by an historically - defined rate per student, adjusted for inflation. Enroll-

ment should be weighted by student level to reflect the differential effects
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40 immoral library expenses. The maintenance component of the library formula

old take into account the number of volumes and an historic rate per volume,

Isdislited for inflation.
L
if) Suppbrt for student services should be calculated as a mixed cost

compoient using a workload method based on projected headcount enrollment,

differentiatedby level, multiplied by standard historic rates per student,

inflation. mnce student service activities include the admissions,

s1:r offices, a fixed amount should be provided for those components

a varable amount should be included contingent on the headcount swell-

t. Student services are provided regardless of whether the student is

full-time or part-timp; therefore, headcount mrollment is the most reasonable
index of costs.

The entitlement for institutional support should incorporate a fixed

level of suppbit---plus-a variable-component-oalculated-by-i--markl.nad -method

- sensitized for each subordinate activity on the to FTZ facultyi,FTZI.
staff, or student credit hour production, multiplied by specific rates per-,,

unit derived from historic. cost studies, adjusted for inflation. Many of
tt costs essocieted.with the central management, planning, fiscal operations,

employee and personnel records, and so on are fixed regardless o changes

in other variables. The variable factors of FTE faculty, FTE staff and credit

hour production, however, provide indices of institutional complexity, an

important factor in institutional support expenses.

,The formula for the aiatenceoftayprationandasnahesicallant

should reflect the line items of custodial-services, grounds maintenance,

building repair and imintenance, and utilities. Each line item, with the

exception of building repair and maintenance, should be calculated by the

workload method, on the basis of gross square footage, acreage, or cubic feet

of space, where the rates per unit are historically derived and adjusted for

inflation. Most institutions in recent years have deferred.substantiel repair:

and maintenance of buildings, developing thereby a significant backlog of

maintenance projects. Historic cost studies, therefore, are likely to under

value this component. To ensure a reasonable level of funding for building

repair and maintenance, support for this element' should be calculated by the

workload method on the basis of gross square footage of each building, sensitised,

as to the age, condition, type, and structure of each building. Rates should
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lisk-datised- on-the basis of sound judgement by professionally qualified persona

og higitoric coat data drawn from industry. By didtkaguiehing among these

"tiemiteme, the differential influence of inflation on each can Ise more readily

incorporated.

AO Were the particular formula deriveii entitlement are based on pro-
t

jkm04Blusitetikimairjhosski, hem count enrollment, FTE enrollment), a correctiOn

tor' should ilitigpliePto adjust for over- or under-es: iistes of vobime

which exceed' 52. _,-.7

Recommendation 5.

An aeustment to the total formula-derived entitlement should be made

for the projected tuition income of each institution. Tuition income, which

is a function of-enrollment, is the other major source of revenue for insti-

tutional support and legitimately should to used to adjust state funding to

meet the institutional resource requirements derived from the formula. Other

sources of income, however, such as endowment-income, gifts, and govermsepts1

grants and contracts should not be debited- against the projected resource

requirements. State policy should encourage efforts by institutions to generate

such outside support to improve quality and to fund programs that the state .

-----ehould not be exFected to fund. Income from such sources, therefor, should

be allowed as creiiitiiind-reinforceeent to-the_ institution. Any effort by

the state to deduct such funds from state support will result in the drying

up of such sources of support.

5.3 Implementation of the Budget Formula

Once a budget formula has been designed and developed, procedures must

be developed to implement and maintain this budget mechanism. The relation-

ships among the various state agencies and institutions and the responsibilities

of each must be formally defined. In addition, the interface of the current

budget process with that required by the new formula must be carefully assessed,

and procedures formulated to manage the transition to the new system. These

are often the most difficult aspects of formula budgeting, since decisions

'in thole areas impact directly on power relationships and may require sharp.

changes in Attitudes, philosophies, and uersormel. Because of these complexities,

the purpose here is not to present re Indations for these aspects of the

budget formula but rather to rai 'cions which must be addressed in arriving

at acceptable policielrind procedu.
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Ti implegentstion of a budget formula, since it is based on quantitative

inforastion, requires that an agency be identified which will be responsible

for collecting, editing, verifying, and analyzing the data required as input

to thmwformuli. Differences in interpretation of the rules and definitions

must be authoritatively resolved. In addition, the assumptions underlying

the formulas most be tested and verified regularly. When necessary, formula

revisions and modifications to definitions, rates, weightings, and soon Rust
be tested and implemented. Who should be responsible for these aspects of

the budget process? What should be its structure and authority? Row should

this agency or agencies interface with the institutions and with the other

state agencies? flow should the roles of the existing constituencies be incorporated

into the budget process? 'All these questions most be explicitly answered

if the formula is to be successful beyond the development phase.

Regardless of the specific design and structure of the budget formula

and of the organizational and policy framework for implementing the budget

formula process, all concerned must recognize that the formula represents

an estimate an approximation - -ok the institutional financial needs. When

these recommendations are presented to the legislature, actual appropriations

may not result in full formula funding due to constraints on total resources

available to the state or the priorities established by the legislature. among

state programs. Thus, the estimates provided by a budget formula will not

necessarily g rantee a level of funding adequate to meet all realistic insti-

tutional nee . 'A. budget formula it is by no means a panacea for the financial

problems faced by public institutions in Pennsylvania. And, if experience

in other states is instructive, the possibility always exists that the formula

approach may be abused and used as a means to punish educational institutions

for real or imagined deficiencies in performance. Despite these limitations,

however, a properly developed and maintained budget formula can help state

agencies and institutions define their basic resource requirements, facilitate

rational decision-making, and help insure that institutions will be treated

equitably in the allocation of public funds.
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Alabama

Summary of State Budget Formula (FY 1977-78)

Description

Central to the Alabama budget formula is the development of the in:strut:-

ticanal,aad departmental research entitlement which, in the formula for four-year

colleges and universities, is reflected in a rate per credit hour. This rate,

the instructional complexity factor, is derived by taking the actual average

-faculty salary *cruse Alabamian institutions for a given year sod projecting its

rate for the desired budget period with a projected inflationary factor. the

projected salary rate is then divided by a stipulated faculty credit hour work-

load, such as 570 credit hours per faculty member. This value then represents

the average projected rate per credit hour required to support faculty salaries.

To this rate is added a rate per credit hourfor departmental operating expanses,

presumably based on historical data. To the sum of these two rates is added a

percentage factor for merit and promotion increases, such as 3%, and this /inal

result is the instructional complexity factor, a projected rate per .medit hour

which should fund instructional and departmental research activities. Credit

hours, delineated by various,discipline areas fnr three levels of instruction,

are then weighted to incorporate the differential costs of disciplines and in-

structional levels. The instructional complexity factor is then multiplied by

projected weighted credit hours to derive the inattwtional and departmental

research entitlement.

Specified as percentages of the instructional and departmental research

entitlement,_the Alabama budget formula also addresses the categories of re-

search (2%), public service (27), and academic support, exclusive of libraries

(52). Support for libraries is estimated on the basis of projected credit hours

differentiated by level and multiplied by specific' rates for each level. The

entitlement for general administration and student services is bagel on head-

count enrollment, but it is determined by rates which are differentiated by

capacity levels. The rate per student, for example, for the first 1,000 students

is $160.00, while that for each student above 8,000 is $91.43. To estimate the

entitlement for the operation and maintenance of the physical plant, the gross

square footage for educational and general space is multiplied by a standard
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ret qtr square foot, $i.58. mount for utilities is also based on the

Wee square footage, but thu rate is historically lerived and adjusted for

4nflat1on. Institutional 'apport is derived as 22 of sum of preceding Items

exceRt for the utilities category. Theloudget formula also provides for a

tuition multiplied by the projected credit hour Production.- The Alabama Com-
.

Wisdom or. Higher Education's budget recommendations -for, 4-year colleges and

maim:slam, are derived by summing the entitlements-for the categories of
r ,

.instruction through institutional support and subtracting the tuition adjustment.

Funding for the-schools of dicine, dentistry, and optometry are addriesia"

separatelfon the basis of formulas. For tiellarZcal schools, projected enroll-

manta for each school are divided by specified studgent-faculty ratios, such as

3:1, to determine the lumber of :equired positions. The number 0. oositioise

ii -then multiplied by e statewide salary rate per position. _Fund -f4r the

dental and optometry schools is based oUprojected eurollmad
- :trived rate of total support per student. The final funding reCONMSnaa-

tions for these health riofessional schools are developed from these factors

with adjustments being made for reveuoes.
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Iletheastical-byresentation (foe 4-year Colleges a. Universities)

1.- Tatetruction* and Departmental Research

a. Derive the Instructional Component Multiplier.

Actual eulTaveragl

faulty salary
statde

fa

PrOjected
X Inflatianard

''actor

[Stiptilated

pArcentark
Irmr- merit aml
promotion

b. Wight the projected

D6mplexit
ndices J

i'Stipulated
Credit Hour
Production
per Faculty

Instructional,
Component , I
Pfulstplier,

a."

Rtipv lamed rate
ipe,r, credit hour
foedepartomMtal
'oper!Ifrog

credit hours by disciplike and level.

X
[ rojeCtud

redit lIcurj
Projected
Weighred
Credit Hours

.
VRICRIIM P4CDOIS ..

Mains Le 1at641,staine Crony Ina Ce=pleadty bylines

Suave

Gr
lava

-
:

a

1.12 3.27

----
1- ''

1.- Wetness
2. General 1.00 2.73 10.33

3. Mantles 1.04 2.A0 6.79

4. Verging, Veelth 2.74 4.94 17.60

S. Zegineering 2.07 5.46 17.66
.

6. Ms. Arts 2.09 4,65 17.71

7. lone Ecanneire 1.39 3.34 9.21

6. Science 1.29 5.36 17.60

9P. Malltary Uttar. 0.22 - .

10. Ian
. 1.75

11, Areeitectura 1.67 4;79 16.52

42,- Agriculture 1.51 4.57 16,03

11. Veterinary Peditne 5,77 20.53

. Phornary 2.07 r 5.06 14,09

15. Intordisziplinery 1.26 3,23 10,33 .

.-_

Amount for
C. Instruction

and Departmental
Research

2. Academic Support
5Z of amount for instruction

3. Research
2Z of amount for instruction

Instructional
Component
Multiplier

and departmental research

and departmental research
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4. Public Service

22 of amount for instruction and departmental research

NI

Projected Unweighted

by Student Level
Credit Hours

where rates are:

budergraduate $ 2.66
Graduate I 5.34
Graduate II 22.84

Lap
i

14.10

. General Administration and Student Services

Fell Term
Entitlement ar Headcount

Enrollment

whererate by capacity is:

Enrollment

Rate per Un-
X weighted Credit

Holt? by Student Level

X Rate by
Led

Capacity

Rate

First 1,000 $160.00

Second 1,000 136.00

Next 2,000, 124.05

Next 4,000 101.49

Above 8,000 ..- 91.43

'7. Operation and Maintenance of Physical Plant

Gross Footage for
Maintenance Educational and ' X

General Space'

1

;

lExcludes all space associated with auxiliary enterprises.

8. Institutional Supp6re

22 of the sum of. items 1 through 7
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Utilities

Gross Square Footage

-Utilities = for Educational and X
[Rate

uaSqreper Foot] X
Infla tion

General Space actor

'Excludes all spice assorAsted with auxiliary enterprises,

10. Adjustments

Average Rate per

Adjustment Credit Collected X weighted Credi

from Tuition Rour product

The Alabama Commission on Higher Education recommendations for 4-year

colleges and universities are then derived by summing formula it 1

through 9 and subtracting the tuition a.ijustment.

6:
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MsthesatiCallepreeentation (Health Instructional. Programs)

1., Medical Schools

Medical Sc l wof

Funding
Projected 1

Enrollment

Specified
Student
Faculty
Ratio

Specified
SX
Rate per
Position

Tuition
Revenue

..
Adjustment

.
,

Separate student-faculty-ratios are specified by institution,---wElle-the

salary rate is constant for all institutions.'

2../)Nintal and Optometry Schools

Dental and
Optometry
School
Funding

Projected
Enrollment

X

Specified Rate
Support per
Type of Student

[evenue
Adjustments

The specified rate of support per dental student and per optometric student
reflects faculty salaries, support salaries, and all Other operating ex-
penses. In addition, a pro rata adjustment for additional clinic and
support costs was included for specific dental schools.

3,
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Louisiana,

Summary of State Budget Formula (FY 1977-78)

Description

The Louisiana budget formula, based on credit hour production, presents

t base factor chart which specifies the rates per credit hour. These rates are

developed from historical data on faculty salaries, full time equivalent students,

and student-faculty ratios and are delineated by major program areas and five

Y-,vale. The entitlement recommendation for the forthcoming fiscal year is de-;

rived by multiplying the actual number of.credit hours by program area and

level for the base year period with t'he appropriate value from the base factor

chart. Th result is the salary base for instruction and milted activities.

To incorporate additional aspects of fiscal support, two guidelines are pre-

seated. The first factor specifies that the state should support 732 of the

total educational and general financial needs of higher education institutions,

and second, faculty Baler is should reflect 665 Of the espendituris for instruc-

tion and related activities. Following the'algebraic manipulatiqn of these

factors, the state appropriation is determined by multiplying the salary base

by 62.655 and adding the result to the salary base. If the institution is a

smell (fall PTE enrollment of 1,500 or less), 2 -year' institution, additional

support is provided so that the percentage rate becomes 78.925.

Broad guidelines for the allocation of the state appropriation across

functional categories are also provided. Expenditures related to instruction,

research, public service, and academic support (excluding library expenditures)

should reflect 682 of the budget; libraries, 52; student services, institut.'mal

support, and scholarships and fellowships. 15%; and operation end maintenbnce:

of plant, 12%.
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Z. Determine the salary base.

Hours by Program & Level]
[!_ase Period Credit

PIUS DAUM

X
tease Factor Chart

to by Program' &
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State Recommendation t. Salary Base 0.6265 (Salary Base)

For small (fall FTE enrollment 1,500 or less),

2-year institutions:

State Recommendation Salary Base + 0.7892 (Salary Base)
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4.

Michigan

Summary of State Budget Formula (Proposed)

Viecription

El, Although the Michigan formula, ha not yet been implemented, it provides

a someubpt pique approach to the development of a budget formula. The essential

philosophy is one where the total resource requirements of the institution are

estimated for each of the areas of instruction, research, public service, academic

support, 'Modell" servicus, and institutional support. The total estimate in-
.

clucks not only formula derived estimates but also non-formula estimates for

treats and protein changes. From the total !midget estimate, certain amounts la

are to b deducted, although the specific methodology is not atipulatid. to-
--

itead fp&r alternatives for determining tie state's share of the total institur.

tional mad are presented:

) provide a percentage of total derived estimate y.,r each sector,

i.e. 802 for the state colleges, 752 for the state u niversities;

2) deduct a standard 402 of the estimate for instruction of each

institution;

3) provide a fractiopilized percentage of the 4t-f-ved estimate for

each component, i.e. instruction-752; acade.L1 support--75Z,

research-502, and so oni
#

4) deduct a standard tuition amount per student from the total de-

.
rived estimate. The estimate of the state's appropriation is,

thus, the total derived estimate of each institution', resource

requirements minus the adjustments.

To derive the estimate for instruction, seve'al line items are developed.

The first line item, instruction base compensation investment, is composed of

a faculty investment and a staff investmee. Givelprgected numbers of credit

hours, and average credit loads per faculty member /y program and level, an

imputed number of faculty is derived. This number of faculty is then multiplied

by an average, peer group salary rate to develop the faculty investment. The

number of required staff is derived from a staff/faculty ratio 9f 1 to 4, and

the staff investment is eetermined by multiplying the resulting number of

positions by a salary rate of $13,000. As a second line item for instruction,
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the investment for supplies, materials, and equipment is a percentage of the

instruction base compensation investment differentiated by program area. The

formula for instruction also includes a -orrectiod line item for the bane year's

.credit hour projection. The audited credit hours for the base period are

divided by the projected credit hbure for that period, and this percentage

Is then multiplied Ity the base year investment for compensation and for

supplies, materials, and equipment. To provide for.credit hour growth, where

applicable, a rata per'base year is nerived by diViding the sum of the compasse-
s

tioe; supplies, materials, and equipment; and the credit hour correction invest-

beets by the audited credit hours for the base period./ This rate ii then multiplied

by the auditor's estimate of credit hour increase for the projected yeas. A

fifth factor to be considered in the instruction component is in institutional

complexity investeent; which attempts to accommodate differing instructional

roles and missions of the institutions. Finally, grants for equipmmt.and pro-

-.gram development comprise the sixth element, and this is non- formula derived.

The institutional instructional. needs is estimated as the Buie of these six

elements.

Academic support activities are reflected in two investment line items:

a base element and program development. The bass for academic support is de-

rived as 25.5% of the instruction investment. Program development to based on

non - formula grants for the improvement of the library base, for equipment, and

for special projects.

Two of the elements of the research component are formula derived. The

research base is determined by taking 2% of the FT% faculty supported by state

general. funds for the .base period and multiplying this number of positions by

the statewide average faculty compensation. Research capacity is defined as

15% of the non-general fund research expenditures, excluding state-funded re-

search institutes. The investment for the research institutes amounts to,6.5%

of the base period expeneituree for the institutes plus funds for program

changes. Grants for special projects and for projected grant changes_are the

non-formula derived elemente cf the investment for program development. The

sum of these four items is the research investment.



Public iervice, although comprised of a variety of elements, is primarily

*reed on the continuing education investment and the broadcast investment: Thli

Costinlin! education investment is determined by deriving a base\pariod cost

per credit hour, where the costs are based on the academAc support expenditures,

and by multiplying the per credit hour rate with the number of participant con-

tine units. Broadcast investment is based on fix.d amounts for

teteTitOre!aed radio operations. Amounts for past performance are also On=

siiedt 5012 of the total for continuing education and b

by the relative percentage of the institution's expenditures for community

service to the statewide total. The total for continuing education and broad-

casting also serve as the basis for the service area investment and the-delivery

capacity investment, where this base is multiplied for either 12.52 or 37.52,

respectively. Service area investment is then derived on the basis of the

percentage of the state population' served by the institution, while delivery

capacity is derived from the percentage of FTE students. Support for staie-

sponsored institutes is a non-formula line item for public service.

Student services contains base investment derived from a formula and

as investment for program development based on non - formula derived grants. For

the '.tudent services base, the base period, fall tern headcount enrollment is

multiplied by a rate of $150. To this is added an'amount based on a rate of

$4 per projected credit hour.

Plant operation and maintenenee hat a specified base of $225,000 plusm

percentage amount for inflation. To this is added a factor for the gross area

to be mmintSined; the gross square area times a rate of $1.65, A non-formula

derived amount for projected i.tility expenses is'also included. The remaining

aspects of institutional support is developed from a complex, weighted .formula.

The central factor, however, is the current year's general fund expenditures,

excluding the amounts for institutional support ani research agencieb.

- Finally, estimates for the health areas of medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,

astometry, and veterinary rzdicinc are developedincrementally from the base

year expenditures. An overall percentage increase of 6.52 is provided. To

this any additional funds required for changes in these programs are added.
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istluusatical rola seiLIIn

1. Instruction

[Projected ]
Credit Hours

Re5ource Require-1
sent Indices by j
Program & Level

excludes medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,
medicine (clinical and non- clinical}

4 Number of support
b.

[rputed]

acuity

[
c. imputed Peer Group Cam-

Faculty [pensatfon Avg:

d.

[Derived
Support Personnel

x [sns000]

e. Total Instruction Base
Compensation Investment

Investment for-Supplies,
Materials and Equipment

g. Investment Correction
for SCH Estimate Error

4N
Imputed Number
of Faculty

optometry and veterinary

personnel for instruction

. Faculty Investment

Support Personnel Investment

Projected
ulty Investment

['Total Iusrruc-
Ltion Compensation

Base Period
Credit Hours

[1.

otal Instru:tion

X Base Compensation.
Investment (Base)

Investment for
Credit. Hour Growth
where Applicable

Institutional Com-
plexity Investment

Program Develop-
ment Investment

...

[

Total steps
e through g

[Investmenl
variance

[Equipment1!
Giants j

rProjected Support
eriounal Investment]

Suppliiss Materials
Percent Factor for

X
end Equipment

rojectel
Base Period
Credit 'IOWA

Investment for
Supplies, Materials
and Equipment (Base)

Audited AUdit

Rase Period X of Credit Hour

Credit Hours Increase

NPeigh ted Devoe-
Lrograss Offered

[Program Develop-]
cent . giants

Sum of e through j equals Total General Fund Estimate of Investment

Need for Instruction, exclusive of Health Areas.
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2. Academic Support

a. Academic Support Base 125.5%] X [Instruction Investment]

b. Program Develop- rbrary Base In] +
riuitnuml lipecial Pro-I

sash Investment provement Grants Grants pent Giants

Sum of*a and b equals General Fund Estivate of Academic Support

Investnqt Need Exclusive of Health Professions.

3. Research

a. Research Base
Investment

b. Research Capacity
Investment

[

Base Gener
22 X Fund FTE X Statavids Faculty

Faculty

Haze Average

IStespensetion

015%] X
rion-General Fund
Research Expenditures

exClieltag state-Tuddiirmeirth Institurar-7---- 77--

c. Research_lnatitutc,
InvesUSW) t

d. Program Develop-
ment Investment

awe
nstitute Expenditure

atengponsored 6.5] [Program]
Changes

11,[ase Special

Projects Grants]

[Frojecte4 Project]
Grant Changes

Sum of a through d equals Estimate of General Fund Investment Need

for Research.

Public Service

a. Continuing
Education
Investment

Base Academil
Support
Expenditure j

.

Ak

[Base Period I [Base Number of ]
Credit Hours Equated PCE1/1

1Perticipant Continuing Education Unit equated to 15 contact hours.

Broadcast` [5460,000 1 15118,000 for] 1525,000 for

Investment for CPB TVJ CPB Radio Non-CPS Radio]

c. Past Performance
Investment [

Continuing Educe- Broadcast

1
X [502]

tion investment Investment

[

Base Institutional
X Expenditure for

Community Service

13

Base System
Expenditure for
Community Service]



d. Service Area Continuing Educe-.
Investment tion Investment

a. Delivery Capa-
city Investment

[

Percent of
X State Popula-

tion Served

X

Broadcast
Investmenti

X [12.5i

[Continuing Educa- Broadcast

Lion Investment Investment]

[Percent of Total
YTES Assigned

"riase State Spon:1

Institute investment in Igored Institute + ,[PrcgraillChangeetialmairAtzt --, j

X (.37.51

(sum of a through f) X (6.5%) Estimate of General Fund Public Service
_

InVestment-Ree4::,
ti

5. Student Services

r
a. Student Services

1$150 X
Base Fall Term] r$4 Projected ] sti

Base Investment Headcount Credit Hours

b. Program Develop-
ment Investment

[Sum of Special
Project Grantsj

Sum of a and b equals Estimate of General Fund Student Services

Investment Fund.

b. Institutional Support

Plant Operation and
Maintenance Investment

[Base
1 [Gross

X 1.65
]Investment Area

'Base Investment equals $225,000 X 1.065 'Inflation

p
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Institutional
b. Support

Investment
= f0.5351 +

.04

1
Supported

2
1 r ,

Expendituresj.
X LO. 11 -

rsupported
!Expenditures X [0.0028

squared

+ {And on Factor3]
.04

2
Supported Expenditures equals current year general f .1 expenditures-
(exclusive of institutional support and rebearch agencies) times
1.065 inflation divided by $1,000,000.

3
If supported expenditures exceed $214,286, then the following added
cost X (1,000,000) factor is applied.

[Supported Expenditure - $214,286] X 0.10

Sum of a and b including added cost factor, If applicable, equals
Estimate -f General Fund Investment Need for Institutional Support.

7. Health Professions

Estimate of General
Fund :avestment
Need for Health
Professions

Fund Expenditures fcr1
Medicine, Dentistry, X [6.51] +

[Program]
Menges

-Nese- Gross- General

Pharmacy, Oswintry ,
Veterinary Medicine
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New Xexico

Summary of State Budget Formula (FY A977-78)

pescription,

Central to the appropriation formula for institutions in New Mexico is

an approach based on staffing standards fonifsculty workload. Productivity

ratios, or the number of credit hours taught by a faculty member, are stipulated

for each of 16 disciplines at 3 instructional levels for22 groupings of institu-
i

tions on the Main of size. This productivity ratio:11s then divided into an

average historically determined compensation rate /or faculty, including salary

and fried: benefits, to obtain an average fepulty'cest'per credit hour. To this

faculty coSt,pmr credit hour is added a per - credit rate to incorporate other

direct costs. :h1,9 other direct cast rate 4ii.stlo based on historical ..flts.

The :otal direct cost-per credit hour is then adjusted to reflect inflationary

increases. Projected credit hour production by disciplJne snd level is then

multiplied by the direct cost per credit hour rate to determine the instructional

expenaitures by discipline an6 level, wh:..:h are then summed to obtain the total

instructional entitlement. 4

The amount for general support of the institution is determined ot. a

percen-sge baste. For large iustitutions, the entitlement for instruction Is

to represent 551 of the total and for general sopport. 44%, vhile for small in-

atituttocs tt!e percentages are 55% and 45%, respectively. Revenue adjustments:

tuition, research overhead, invrJbtment ea,ninga, miscellaneous fees, and unre-

stricted federal funds are subtracted from the tocal instruction and veneral

expenditures. The adjustments arc actual revenue amounts 4.0;ociated uith the

soot recently ava*IshIc data_ The residual aeoue- then becoL,es the recommenda-

tion for the state apprup,tat;Q



Mathematical Representation

1. Instruction

Direct Cost
a. per Credit Hopr

by. Discipline

and Level

b. Instruction

Average Faculty1 Productivity Historical-

Compensation ,
Ratio by + Other Dirett

by Discipline,
Level & Size

Dis:irline
Level & Size

Cost Rate by
Discipline

[Overall
Inflationa
Factor

[

Direct Cost
per Credit Hour
by Discipline

, & Level

X
[projected

Credit Heurj

2. General Support

For large institutions:

General Suw,rt (instruction 0.561 - Instructi=on

and for small Institutions:

General Support [instruction 1 0.55] Instruction

3. Adju ments

Adjustments

_ & Level

4.

[Actual Actual

.]

Actual

Tuition! -O. 20 Research I

1
-0.80 11)vestmentl

Overhead Sarnings
Recovery

jLRevenue

rActual

-(7-:'),'!5)

P2ur

7)

Actual

[

Actual Amount

+01.3G Student for NDSL

Scholarahipa

[
natching Funds
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Ohio

"ummary of State Budget Formula (1977-79 Biennium)

Description

The state budget formula for institutions in Ohio reflects an approach

bilged on actual, historical workload patterns. An overall cost per full-time

A`equivalentestudent is developed for each of six program groupings: general

studies, technical, baccalaureate, masters and professional, doctoral, and

Progasme are further classified in terns of three possible cost

levels on the basis of historical costs per student. As a result of these

groagings, 16 program expenditure models are presented, each with an overall

cost per student.

The total coat per student io further delineated into five functional

categories: departmental instruction and resez...ch, academic support, student *-

services, institutional support, and plant operation. Departmental instruction

and research is composed of three parts: faculty compensation, other depart-

mental compensation is derived tram the average annual compensation for a faculty

amber which is divided by the historical student-faculty ratio to produce the

average faculty compensation Per student. The remaining rates per student are

based on historical costs, although they are differentially adjusted for inflation.

18



Mathematical Representatiort

Total Prod ,Ited
Appropriation Sum of Equi,. lent Enrollment R Rate per
Recommendation by Erp,....4.1.iture Model Student

where the rates are given by:

IMPOSID IrillIDII222 Pat MOWN
MCGRAW MD IMIZL

fr'1.112:

stun«,

tadialtal

lkoacalararmata

Ilaatar*, .1
Prolasatacial

".-Zbetaral

Natical

4 1,166 zh.e% $ 140 CS
1,648 7.5 1.10 6.0
2.359 , SA 1.510 6.0

$ 1,809 $ 1.9.18 6.0
ion 2..16 4,103 6.0
INS MO 3.143 CS

$ -m,esa 1.0 $ *are 6.0
2.1h0 6.0 1,943 6.16
3.691 9.69 3,925 6.5

II OW ft- $ MOOS 6.0
4.30
i,1111 5

. '91
% :: 6.0

i 5.383 6.0 8 g t: 4144s

9.93I 6.0

$ 1414 T.0 6 T.Troi` 4.0
14.04 6.0 uott.6, C.1$

, z
al

III

I
II

IZI

I
IInt

1

II

IIl

I

I

4 1,286
1.376
It VA

6 1.50
IAA
2.94

$ m.cto.tin
3.266

# 3,266
4429

$ 2.938
9.151

$ 6,399
9,361

._

ladacral cap,:taitaa 47*re oat lac 1 cods4 &Nava .

8E;
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2. For aeon expenditure model, delineated by program and level, the cost per
student is distributed across specific ,se.tivity categories. An example

follows.

MINCINVIMMOCUSCr.ri
MAMMON

MM. BIUM:1$

k
Sopertarstal tastruetlea & 11011114411

a a-
OrporsItiss $ NO $ Off

maimohftedmrIn*tri
bran.* arwi erapernottaa

,79$
Io- T$ $ 3.

174,413

la Otter lhopertstri Cromparaittas $0

Maar arrarramtal Ciposes 31
Mai arpertimpta tostreettas $ $1, S Tap

b. Mara* arriport $ 17$ S ig,

C. ilituArst Ilierviese lb, 1,1i

B. bat Itstirosi %Nor! 110, Ile

5. Flee 0Wratlogi 112 ....1.11-

Total esammtitare
par :Tr Stodert 1.4J6 Oa .VS$

IitiCCt. NO.

4
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Oklahoma

Summary of State Budget Formula (Fy 1977-78)

M-11a-Lm
The budget formula for institutions of higher education in Oklahoins,

excluding the special constituent institutions such as the health schools, is

based on an historic rate per FTF student, differentiated by disciplita and

level, and projected PTE enrollment, The rate per student incorporates expendi-

tures related to gederal instructional support, includinulibrery, general ad-

ministration, general expense, and operation and maintenance of pLysical plant,

and is lased on each individual institution's cost history. That portion of the

rare associated with instruction le developed, h3wever, uding standatd student

faculty ratios, differentiated *0' level, institutiveal type, and standard fettulty

salaries by institution type. Support for rasearchand public service is derived

from institutional estimates. The Oklahoma formula also makds adjustments

to the entitlement by subtracting projected revenues from tuition and related

fees, sales and services of educational departments, the federal government,

and miscelLaneous sources.

Oklahoma' budget formula for the health constituent institutions con-

siders instructional programs and health related libraries on the basis of

specific formulas,while the other areas of general adainiatration and expense,

continuing eduLation, organized research, and plant maintenance and operation

are estimated as ini,remental bAget items. The instructional;arets terlect the

staffing standard method taken in %oftjuootion with a line item approach, and

these are differentiated for each of the programs: medicine, dentistry, aura-

l's, health, graduate college, and pharmacy. Faculty salaries, as a line item,

is determined op the basis of projected FTE students, specified student-faculty

ratios, and salary rates per position. Other profslionsl salaries are based

on a fixed number of positions, dependent on the pdrticular program; and a fixed

salary rate, while support staff salaries is based on the number of FTE faculty

positions, specified staff-faculty rata s, and standard salary rates. The amount

for benefits i derived as a percentage (7%) of t;ke salaries, and other instruc-

tional expenses as a percentage (121) of all salaries and benefits. Library

entitlements also reflect, for the most part, the staffing standaid method and

fins it approach. Fixed nomber3 of pro!e4giunal and support staff and standard
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salary rates are specified. Other library expenses are expressed as a percent-

age (122) of the salaries and benefits, and the entitlement for books, binding,

and printing is 692 of the total for ptalaries, benefits, and other library ex-

pen.... The remaining budget categoriea of general administration, general

expense, continuing education, organized research, and plait maintenance and

operation are derived incrementally on tie basis of the previous year's budget

and a specific percentage increase allowance. Adjustments of the same net,ire

as tha non-constituent institutiona are made for the Health Sciences Center.



Mathematical Representation (Excluding constituent institutions)

1. General Instructional S'ipport

General
Instructional =
Support

Projected
FTE Enrollment
by Dirzipline
& Level

per Student

AC by Discipline
&Level

41"

where the rates per student take into account, resident instruction, organized
activities related to instruction. library, general administration, general
expense, and operation and maintenance of physical plant. That portion of
the cost per student associated with faculty salaries was based on staffing
standards for student-faculty ratios and standard faculty salaries.

STANDARD STUDENT- FACULTY RATIOS ANTICIPATED

FOR 1977-78

Lower:

Cornsathes Jive
University

fiesiotal

University
3-Yaw

Technical 12 12

Academic 28 28 28

Upper 20 20

Graduate 8 12

COMPARATIVE FACULTY SALARIES FOR 1975 -78 AND
STANDARD FACULTY SALARIES FOR 1977-78

Oiclanave

, Comprehensive Universities $16,884
Regional Universities 14,293
2-Year Colleges 11,731

11113-711

ibeenst
Staidatle

for 13/7-73

917,954 917,968 $19,900
14,535 16,614 16,500
13,150 15,830 15,500

2. Eesearch and Public Service program costs are determined from institutional

justification.

AdlustaInts are nade to thw total instructional support, research,

and public service by subtracting an .-ount associated with the projected
revenues from tuition and related fees, sales and services of educational
departments, the frderal government. s 1 itscellaneous sources.
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Mathematical Representation (University of Oklahoma Health Science:: Center)

1. Instructional Programs: College of Medicine, College of Dentistry, College
of N4rsIng, College of Health, Graduate College of Medicine and Dental Science,
Pharmacy. '(The accompanying table summarizes the particular rates and factors..)

a. PrOject full-time equivalent enrollment by student classification, if
appropriate.

I X

Projected
Projected
11TE

[Fit

Enrollment
Enrollment by Factor
Classification

Headcount

Ff-milty

Positions
FTE
Enrollment

[]
Ratio

b. FTE Projected
Student Faculty

c.
Faculty ,

FTE
Faculty I

[Salary Rate

Salaries :per Position]
Positions

d. Other
Professional
Salaries

e. Other
Support Staff
Salaries

S

Number Salary Rate

= [Positions] Per Position

LAlluwed j L $32,200

FTE iStaff -

= Faculty = [Faculty I

Positions Ratio

($8,000)

f. Staff
=

['faculty
Salaries] + Professional + Support Staff

SalariesBenefits
(0.07)

Salaries

B. Other Total
Instructional (0.12) All
Program Salaries
Expenses

8-4

[Staff 1
Benefitsi



2. Library

a.

.1

to
A.
0

t
11

4. .

t'
I.

.3 8
*..10 0ti
la.
i IL

.4

1
.400-:a

a P.

V
0

10
1

LI :.

Stoutest* 1.0
4.6 030.500 6.0 a.iNedieise Dasidesta 0.4

Pbysicias 0.4

Dismal 1.9 4.6
'
300

3.0. 1.0Dentistry
1.0 12.0

12$
15,270

"Ibilariraillesto 1.0 0.0
$20.790 3.0 0.3

Graduate 1.0 3.0

Omani
Vedessiarrate 1.0 12.0

422.140 3.0 0.3
Graduate 1.0 4.0

isdergraduste 1.0 20.0
$12,100 1.9 NO

illarlia" Gradoste 1.0 12.0

Graduate
14.0

College
0.0 $26,600 3.0 0.4

prey af dental faculty reelitions equals 31
111,1,0 1 for every 4.6 RS d..tal *tediums errs 4$.

Sameet teff remitters allowed equals 3.

Total Salaries 1B

b. Total
Compensatio?

c. Other
Expenses

[Number of
Allowed
Professionals
= 10

c.

X 016,00) + Allowed
Support

X 08,000

15

'Total ] [77 for Total

LSalariels Benefits [salaries

(0.12)
Natal
L.Compeniationj

]Printing [Compensation
d. Books, Binding, (669)1Total (Other

Expenses

The following e%pense ,;ategories are based on the previous year's budget

for the given category plus a percentage increase allowance.

Category Increase

General Administratioll

General Expense r:
Continuing Education 101

hrganized Research 101

Plant Maintenance and Adjusted for Spiv and
Operation Price Irvcrease

85
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Fescr ption

Tennessee

Summary of State Budget Formula (FY 1977-784 .

The Tennessee budget formula addresses the categories of instruction,

research, public service, academic support, libraries, operation and maintenance

,of physical plant, and student services with aaet of adjustments applied to the

formula derived entitlement. The instruction categqry reflects the worlxl_mtd-

eeeroach were projected credit hours are multiplied by specified standard rates

per credit hour. Both factors are differentiated by program area and, level.

For those institutions which secured sponsored research grants in excess of

$5,000, a percentage of a fixed, statewide fund of $1.5 million set aside for

sponsored research is distributed to the institutions. The percentage is based

on the institutional amounts secured for sponsored research as a ratio to ,he

statewide amount. Public service activities are derived troches. period pro-

ductio-, of continuing education units. A minimum ^f $25,000 is provided, and

increases for specific ranges of unit production are specified.

-\ For the universities only, 8% of the formula-derived entitlement for

instruction, plus institutionally justified amounts, is foracadecic support

and computer services. Library support is based on projected credit hour

production and specified rates per credit hour where the credit hours and

rates are differentiated by level. A percentage of this amount is then added

for acquisitions. The formula for operation and maintenance of physical plant

is composed of two line items. Entitlements for both utilities and maintenance

are based on the total gross square feet for educational and general space and

specific rates per square foot. institutional support is derived using the total

formuls and non-formula items, excluding the amount associated witl institutional
.

support. Given this am/unt, one of four formulas is applied depending on the

balm amount and r_tlecting institutional size. Student services is based on

the projecte-: fall term headcount enrollment multiplied by a-rate of $110, plus

an amount for intercollegiate athletics. A maximum of $200,000 is set fcr the

universities, and $25,M0 for the comrlIty colleges. Both otafr benefits and

student air, are non-formula item.
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From the total formula and non-formula entit]ements are subtracted

various adjustment factors. Included are projected tuition and fee revenues;

all gornmental appropriations, excer those from the state; sales and ser-

vices-of departments; intercollegiate athletic revenues; revenues from other

sources; BOX of the recovery of indirect costs; and an amount for a maintenance

fee deduction. The maintenance fee deduction factors in the projected credit

hour production by level and projected fall term headcount enrollment.

8?
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Mathematical Representation

. Instruction-

Instruction
Expenses

Projected
Credit Hours
by Discipline
& Level

X

per
Credit Hour
by Discipline
& Level

where the rates are given by

!VS..-
10-clargEtilpl_:seo h.

Agriculture $14.46

OA or-
Senior

ter s
Professional Doctetal

$22.16 $ $112.32

Architecture 16.96 3S. `s4 64.82. 41.4.

Area Studies 26.SS 25.86 54.83

Biological Science 16.66 39.71 82.76 1,1.99

Business 4 Management 12.21 17.37 38.46 177.66

Communications 18.67 30.16 74.77 ULM
Computer Sciences 14.46 26.19 49.95

ilducation 18.40 26.99 38.35 90.24

Engineering 39.72 47.28 112.61 248.91

Fine A Applied Arts 24.05 37.4/ 82.26

Foreign Languages 20.43 52.95 99.84 225.12

Health Professions 11.76 33.14 44.03 222.19

Home Economics 23.64 24.11 51.61 76.43

Law -- 31.99

Letters 13.14 24.97 61.86 106.78

Library Science ' 6.47 30.26 66.93-

Mathematics 14.02 29.72 69.13 151.17

Military Science 11.59 13.33 7.74

Physical Sciences 19.61 35.a13 400.36 209.27

Psychology 8.77 16.60 41.73 74.62-

Public Affairs 4 Serv. 10.68 16.14 63.58

Social Sciences 11.52 21.91 S7.33 147.76

. Interdisciplinary 14.42 51.47 54.83

Industrial Technology 3E97 102.97 83.66

Bus. A Commerce Tech. 113i
Data Processing Tech. 46.63 --

I Health Ser. 4 Parried.
Mech. 4 Env. Tech.

45.14
28.11*

....

--

..

Natural Sciences Tech. 21Y.70 -- 4.1.
..

Public Service Tech. 10.87 .... Ob.

2. Research

If a university secured sponsored research grants otaling over $5,000 in

FY 1975-76,

Base Period Insti-

Research
Sponsored [1,500,000] X tutional Sponsored

Research Fund

88

Base Period State-
wide Total Spon-.
sored Research Fund



-3. Public Service

Administrattve
AlIcedw,ce

IBase Period Rangel
of Continuing
Educating Units J

as follows

0-2.500 $ ZS.=
2,501-7,500 50.000
7.501-12.500 75,000
Above 12.500 100.030
N

4.' Academic Support

For universities only,

Support
[Amouht for I

X
Instruction

. 10.
-Academic

plus amounts for special institutional requests

5. Libraries

Projected

Libraries
by Level j

R. per

Credit Hours X CrOdit Hour
by Level

where rates are

Freshmara -Sophomore $1.27 per student credit hour.

Junior-Senior $2.53 per student credit hour,

Master's $6.33 per student credit hour.

Law $7.60 per student credtt hour.

Doctoral $10.13 per student credit hour.

plus an added inflation percentage for acsuiiitions,

6. Operation and Maintenance of Plant

Al. Utilities

Utilities

b. Maintenance

Maintenance

1.
Total Cross
Square Fegt for
Educational and
_General Space

[Total Gros
Square Feet for
Educational and

LGeneral Spa-e

rRatc per
Gross Squzf.

L_Feet

Groff
Sq4z-,re Feet

for Newly
Opened Space

[Rate per
_re coo



7. Institutional Support

Datermine Total Formula plus .Non- Formula Expenditres, excluding

Institutional Suppoit (Line 1).

b. Apply thellbpropriate fordula:

if Lift I is S21000.000 or'hess:

Llrlil Line 1 m Total Inst. Support .

11

. -

If tine t is $2,000,000 to 10000.000:

Let A Line 1 - $1,760,000
AA - .A Plus 824%000 Total Inst. Support 8.

ai
v.

If Linea is $8.000,000 to-P5 000 000:

- $7,130,000
A Phis $810,000 - Total Inst. Support

tvc,

If Line 1 is over $16,000,000:

LetA.m Line I - $1000,000
-A A Plus 810220,000 Total Inst. Support

. 7929

1st f

84 Student Services,

Projected

Student. . Pal! Term
Services Headcount

nroliment

X [$110.001

plus an amount for intercollegiate athletics, with a maxims of $200,000

for universities and 525,000 for community colleges.-

9. Staff BeneXits:- Non-formula item, institutional request.

10. Student Aid: Non-formula iteni institutional request.

90 .
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Adlustisents
,

if

Governnedtal
Sales and

Adjustnents .. -
[Tuition and
Fee Revenue

- Appropriations -
Educational
Services of

except State
itivities

- Intercollegiate [Revenues frol t

Atletics Revenue [Other Sources ' "80)

overy'oE
Indirect
Rib

t

[ittintenance. pee

duction

lkie Hour by LevelDeduction
[ Projected Creel
Hours by Level

A
[Rate per Credit " 0211

where Vaintenance

Pr6jected
PS11 Tent
Headcount
Enrollment

92
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Description

The Texas budget formula r= instrOction and'dep&remental research

reflects an approachl6ased on taffing'standards: 1¢/ the development- of

budget for ficultysalari the largest pottilaor'ithe instructional budget -

a rate per credit hour a, achy produced during the base period is multiplied
/

by the number of creel hours by discipline-and-level. The specific rate vas

derived from PTE st eat enrOlIments, prescribed studentacufrfratiosi; end

average salary r ems- as well as they. credit, hour distribution. AlsO added .to
the. instruct al budget-is ejcompoltent for departmental operating expenses

WhInh is on t, base period credit hours by ancipline and an historically

dCri4ed irate per credit hour. A third aspect Of ii-e-instructiOna budget Is a

factor f orjthe adainietrative expenses associated witbrthe Dean's office and is
/-

deue,E444:as sjunCtion of acu)ty salaries weighted by the level -of instruc7

Texas /

_

Sumary of State Budget Fo aa (1977-1-79-BiendiuM).,

/

-

tion BO averageage credit hour production.
.

.I.
Purding requests for-brganizeclresearch are developed on the basis of

/
!

an,iestitiziOnal complexity fictor, faculty salaries, and the current fiscal

'or amount expended fOr spOnsored research. The institutional complexity

factOr weights FTE ehlleSnts by level and gross discipline categories so' .;

that master* and 'doctotel levels in science and engineering are weighted more

heavily than Visitant and doctoral levels in'teqcber education, for example.
. -----_,..,7_

'This institutional complexity factor-times 'A. amount determined for faculty
, ,;--

salaries provides,one part of the request for organized research.- The formula
/ -

for organiz research also reinforces those institutions which conduct spore-
/

so5ed re arch-by including St of the current fiecja_yearie_evendltur
.

. . , __ ,

/ sponsored research. The total entitleRent for organized research, according

to"the formula,: is then:70% of the sum of the salary component and the spOnsored

'research component.

The formula also ;lc:dresses cowniuoity seicvice and continuing education

activities. Productivity related to these activities'is summarized in terms

of continuing education units, raiher than the usual credit hour. The fending

level request is the; deter-wined by multiplying the number of actual base

period continuing education units by $10. The formula, however, stipulates

-

92
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ti
a

that the minimum sur;70rt for &hese activities is $25,000 and the maximum,.
-

$200-2000.

Library expenses are derived from the actual credit flours of thibase

!period and specific rates per credit hour delineated by level Its rates IA-
. 4

crease in amount fray the undergraduate ($3,05) to the doctoral 026t2g so

that institutions vitro graduate and professiqual scholia get a higher level of

funding. A eiiiMal *mount for library support is elso:stiPulated, $450.000, .

/ -

unless the credit hot* level is below 50,000. Over this exception, beat

amount is $225,000 plus $9.00 per credit hour in ear s of 25,00 hours

to the preViwas minimum of 5450,000. /

For general administration and student -servica/f--meding three eampeeials
. ,

for sponsored

f cal-year for *dues*

Actual fall term

h reflect the

institution. Thine16)

el -le

aspect of this flee-

llsent of less than

.plus differential rates

$90.87,:reipectively).

red research. An amount,

esearch, is tAcluded in the

tering sponared research

fiscal year appropriation

are included: headcount lemroliment, the Altus' amouat

research, and the total amount
,

appropriated for the past

tional and general exiienditurea, exclusive Of this cat

headcount enrollments are multiplied by specific rates

of the institution and the revel of enrollment within t

portlan.of the formula addretees the-economies of *oaf

tional category. Tor example, institutions with an

4,000 have a $300,000 base for the first 1,000 fatud

-for the next two sets of 1,500 students ($131

Institutions again are re orced for conducting

2,52 of. the Actual enemas ended for sponsored

:eppm;,_riation request to cover the costs ofiadmi

grants and contracts. Finally, 12 of the ?Cur:*

educational and general inliellie.S.vitiathil amount for general mdainis

tion and student services, li included.

Fund general institutional

credi rs. Rates per credit hoUr ate d

larger the nueber of credit hours, the hig

_ .
per credit hourfor the first 200,000(is $

A alhimum of $110,000 is aleoeitablished

dip forMula addresses fo

seinteASece of tie` ysical plaint: 1 oust

are based on the base p

eated, into categories

r tne rate. For amp

.02 and for the next 2

coaroneqta of the op

ial services, build

3

1.4011=M 100
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-k. / J

grounds maintenance{ an generkI services. The appropriation request for

:custodial se sod on the total square feet on the outside dimensions

of all eaucatio and gemeft-lbiiil*Iingsf ercluding.auxiliary enterprises.

Ibilme.square f tage dimensions are then multiplied by an historically derived '
* .rate;. maintenarce funds ate determined as a function of a aainteneice

.

. gostofe: andathe building replacement costs. The maintenance cost facts, ex-

ase &num reflects the type Of building construction: good-frame,

r.:-woodi sonry-concrete, and whether.4 bni?ding is air-cmditioned or

The amount appropriated fov.maintaining a given building is then sass

trigs of its replacement cost, depending on the type of construction and

air - conditioning status. Grounds -maintenance is defined as a finction of the

lunar lest around the perimeters of campus buildings, she numbs; of scree, and

the aciimailfall term headcount enrollment, and general services for theifteleal

plant reflert-tntal full -time equivalent Inrollmant, actual full time amployeeir,

and the replacefeint cost of the buildings.

¶7
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Netheemstical Representation

s.

1. Instruction, Departmental-Operating Expense, Instructional Administration

a. Instruction or Faculty Salaries

[Base Period

Credtt Hours by X

Program 1. Level

By Program,&

Faculty Salaries n Level Rote Per
Credit Sour

A,

where the rates are based on historic:-1 costs per credit hour unit:

[Standard Amore&
Faculty Salary
1.7 Disciplimerl&Ad-
toted for Inflation

I
-

[Ease credit Hours 1 No
Llry Program. & Level.'

Stipulated

& Level

tipulatedPFaculty Ratio by
. [Seise Credit Hours by

Discipline & Level

b. Departmental Operating Expense

X

-_Departmental
Operating Expense

Credit Hours by Level Rate par
Period

Program C Level

by Program &

Credit Rout

c. Instructional Administration

I) Deteraine a weighting factor for level of instruction. .

------ Weight
Level [5,0, if

undergraduatj +
[0.2, iil [0.8, if .2 if

----___ Mesterei- Doctoral
+ '

professional
tk

-_,
ii) Deterwine average lindergraduate (USCH), g raduate (CSCH), and

professional (SPSCH) base period credit hours by dividing the

actual base period credit .hours by the number of approved cIlleges,.

schools, Or divisions.

iii) Determine a weighting factor for credit hours. If(DSCH. and CSCH

exceeds 21,000 and SP5CH exceeds 3,000:

Credit Hour Weight s [0.690 .+ 0.000007(USCH)1 + 10.190 -.0.000008a1M) 3

+ [0.204 - 0.000602(SPSCH)1

Otherwise:

Credit Hour Weight [0.690 + 0.00004(05CH)) + [0.190 .-c 0.000001(CSCH)1

+ [0.204 - 0.000076WW1

95
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iv) Instructional Level Credit Hour

Administration
li

Weight Weight -

X
Faculty
Salaries

it

. - ..(
2. Organised Research

Organised
Research

Instftetional base Amownt

Complexity X Iti] .4. 51 oia Egrealed-rtrt
Factor - t*

tt:laries
SpOnsored ResAarch

.

where ties Institutional Complexity (IC) Factor-shall be computed.as follows:

IC .1.

white'

0.01511 + (0.50Mi + 0.1(112 + 0 25M3) + (6Di + 1D2.+ 303)

11 + M +D

um gadergraduate FTSE

Mi Masters FTSE in Seance and Engineering

Ei * Masters FTSE in Teachertducation

M3 * Masters FTSE -in all other program*

Doctoral FIS3

Di - Doctoral1'7SE 411 Science and Engineering

D
2
- Doctoral FTSE in Tescher.Edpcation

./

D
3
- Doctoral FTSE in all other programs

Determine full-time student equivalents (FTSE) at all levels by dividing
the base period semester credit hours by 30.

3. Community Service and Continuing Education

Continuing 11.010).0
t: PeriodService &

Education duration U'ltej

with a minim. of $25;000 and a maximum of f200,000

96
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4. Library

Lib ,
[Mae Period Credit

rary
]

Hours by Level
X

where, for example, the rates are:

[Rate by level. ]
per Credit Hour

Level Rate

Undergraauate $ 3.05
Hester* ' 6.13
Spacial ProEessional 6.13

4

Law '6.18'
Doctoral 26.22

44th a minimum of $450,000 unless total creit hours are below 50,000
*tea the amount shall be $225,000 plus $9.00 per credit hear in--axiesa - -

of $25,000 to the minima of $450,000.

5. General AamiVstration and Student Services

General Adalwa-
istration 6
Student Services

+ (0.01

mtBase Fall]
Jleadcount

Appropriate Rate
X per Headcount in. + (0.075),

ism of Institution Reasareh"
3

Hale Period Total
Educational and
Gbieral Appro-
rietion

Amouqt for general
Almi4stration and
Student Services .

where, for example, the appropriate enrollment rates are,
.with Fall term headcount enrollments of 4,000 or sore:

Eirollrent" . Rate

Firit 4,000 $158.55
. Next 4,000 118.27

... Above 8,000 106.56

for institutions

or for institutions with Fall term headcount enrollmihts of 16s than 4,000:

Er-aliment

First 1,000
Next 1,500
Net 1,500

Rate

$300,000 tile
$131.93

90.87

97
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. 6. Indtitational Support

Institutional
Support

Where the rats ,

[Actual Base Period
Credit Hours

for example, are:

Credit Hours

Hate per
Credit Hour

Rate

1.27-
1 ;39

First 200,000
Next

t
200

,
000

Next/ 200,000
Over 600,000

with a minimum of $110,000:

-2-- -- --;7-.__Oparetian. and Maintimenre of _Plant _

2

Q

a. Custcdial Serviced ,

Total Square Feet

Custodial for Outside Dimeasions
Services /- - of Bducaelonal 4

General Build-

Building Maintenance

X ISO, 53585

intenAnce T [111,40t1din Retplicel
Maintenance-

Cost Pactur t Costs
4

whet-it:maintenance cost factor is:

Type of Conatructia
Wood-Frame 'Masonry -Mood Masonry-Concrete

Air Conditioned 1.90 1.45 1.25

Non-Air Conditioned 1.75 1.30 1.10

which is expressed as a percentage.

c. Granada-Maintenance

. Grounds
Maintenance

[

hernia Hourly'
mi Earnings for

Strvicea

_1

Tott.1 Linear

0.70
Feet of Feri- + 122
meter of Cam-
us Buildings

Base Fall
+ . 0.50 Headcount

nrollmenji

98

Total Nuiber
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Lawns 4 Mmin-
taitie4 Areas
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a_

40.

. .
. .

d. Physical?lant 9ererai Services 7-, .-
.16.

ft Bill: :: Hof :il;f4;alle Perl,A1 FTV
i t-___12)

Employees *General
--1

, Baas Pectodri
Services El IOUs for `'

ervioes .
arollnent

. - Intl MUM t

0.0028

it-
with ninintua of $106,000.

*

0

rilsplacement
least of
Lliundiage

Ns.



Description

Virginia

Summary of State Budget Formula (1978-0(: Biennium)

The state budget formula for Virginia, with the exception of the library

cempinent, reflects a staffing standard approiCh-ghere-the-enritlement is based

solely on the number of positions determined. Each of 'the areas addressed by

thieforeule: inatruction,acadenic support, library, stud:get services,-inatitu-

---tional support, and operation-and mairlenance of pleat, specifies the crtieria'

far deriving ig7iumbar of positions and derives the entitlement by multiplyies_

tee's:ember of positions by ap institutional average apiary. Instructional faculty

positions are based on the projected FTE enrollment and stipulated.rtudent-Oacmlty-
.

ratios, both differentiated fry-program and level. Instructional tall require-

ments, on the other band, are determined from the derived instructional faculty

positions wing various Academic supiert-PerseMial are

derived in'a violist meaner, although different ratios are provided for the.

doctoral granting universities and thu remaining comprehensive colleges, liberal

mrts colleges, and specialized institutions. The other formula components:

library-, student services, and institutional support, also differentiate by

these two categories of institutions. The number of poeittons, houever,is

comprised of ,a base number and a numb_,ir derived from either enrollment, the

number,of-faculty positions, or both. The somber of positions fo; operation

and maintenance of plant is institutionally justified;' except for general guide-

lines where the total numher of requested positions is not to exceed

base Piridri ratios.

Only is the library component are additional factors, bther than personnel,

considered. For doctoral granting institutions meeting the Association ale-
.

search Libraries membership criteria_ the VOght___Formula-14-4seed-teldetermine---

the volume (books and periodicals)- needs; the entitlemiet is then the number of

values multiplied by a standard rate. The Voight FormuLi provides a volume

base to which are added ,stipulated numbers of volumes, broken down by level

within the graduate level, by program area. A:dittoes are also provided for the

uupport of sponsored research and for an access factor. Program deletions are

reflected in a subtracted volume. All other institutions use the Virginia Main-

tenance Formula.. The formula provides a fixed entitlement which is modified by

total program. program magnitude, and enrollment weights, The total program

jr
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e/1

<I(
weight' is derived from weights assigaed program areas attributed to the

.

-Institution.and it contingent on the , etutinn's unique_program.offerings

at the undergraduate, master's, doctoral levels. The program magnitude

weight is based u the number horized programs offered at least 'swot,

where the wistaria level is igh by 2 and the doctoral by"4. Given the

number of adjusted pr different programmatic weights, from 0:85 to 2.00,

are asaigned-to specifi ranges cif nuabers oftgrams. Ihe.eurollocnt Is' also
vex

'weighted to differentiate among the levsis: 1 ei leve1 undergraduatti: 1.0,

uppet level:undrrgraduate - 1.5, raster's - 3.0, d doctoral - 4.5, viii is

then divided by the unweighted enrollment to deci the enrol:La:slit weight.

the Library entitlement under the Virginia Mai ace Formula is then found

by multiplying ;twee three weights by the fixed base mount.'

101
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tbasx cad_le resentaiion

4.. 1. Teaching and lesearcb Initructional Positions_

a. General Academic Instruction

lumber of Positions
General Academic

Projected nit
Enrollment by
Discipline & Level

where the ratios, for examle, are

_Imo/ ad Bitjelamo >A Coggplt_

UMW
andiwelL

41=emmoni

Iltsdpitas .14
111131.stes

Loom "pat

44/1* it It XX

iamb. lay. Outtles 1112X1) IflA IX

Sigtossirlas (OM) 104 1,11 tee

M. L 411,1234 Atte tutco 1144 1tl1 a.

tansy lasiossm Mu) 11324 1111 R les

oohs Guesstal (12U) 110 tot
1161aiar (MO his as /32
lostitto (130) __ 10.11

LIN PAM ' IX 1110

A
Smieups. gad 0cot p

Oen treesairtag (AM 4
1414* lerwite tillooslos/**'
Mai

leatilliervies as/ ferseetical

item 1111

Todoologges .(52:101) 1.10 - XX

ViNgianuel 404 litiontrioli
03100 II Vatawrat NUM%
Iteeloslosts (34,110

itemotstisot Oasrae

1312

1t1&

XI tot

b. Of - Campus 412070/1-03

Number of Poft '

tions Off-Campus
Instructiore

[Projecte
.
d F.E Off-

Campus. Enrollment 1:y1(- :: Ratio by Disc/-

Discipline 6 Level j I

(Student -Pacutty

pline-4 Level

where the student-faculty ratio is selcted se the larger of,the previous

year's off-campus inetruction actual ratio or that pro/oiled by the

102



C

4 c. Summer Session Instruction

3

0,
2. Classified Positions for General Academic instruction, Off - Campus instruction,

8ummer Seiteion Instruction and for Academic Administration, Persopnel Develop
ment, and twee and Curriculda Development.

Number of Posi-
tions Summer
Session Iw,t,uction

IProjected FTE
Summer Session
Enrollment by
Discipline & level

a

[

Student- Faculty

Ratio by
Discipline
& Lora

where the studentrfaculty ratio is selected is the larg4109f the
previous year's suer session instruction actual ratio or that
provided by the guidelines.

*

b,

Doctoral. Granting Institutl.ons'

Pumper of
Classified
Positions

Number of FTE
Teaching -6 ,------
Rave:rob Instruc-
tional Positions

Number of .Fig Teechins
> & Research Positions for
justitutidnal Academic-
ailimietration, etc.

et.

Comprehensive Colleges, Liberal Arfi Colleges, and Spbciflimed Institutions'

Number FTE
Number Of ITS

Number of
Teach 1. ,Re-

Teaching & Res .arch

.Classified seat Instruc-
+ Positionk for In-,-

Positions structionsl Academic
lineal Positions 'AdministAtion; etc..

After determining the apprpPrigte number of clessified -positions, the

institution then distributes at its discretion the positions to the

various subprograms

8

. Teaching an4Research Administrative Positions for General AcadeVc Instruc-
:tion, Off-Campus Instruction, Summer Session Instruction and for Audio/Visual
Servic&s,'Computing Support, i-adeeic Administration, Personnel Development,
and Cowrie and Curriculum Devrpment.

a., Doctoral Granting Institutions c-

Nudbef of Teaching &
Reuearch Administrative

Nuober of ITS Teachinil
4 Research Instruc- i. [20]

Positions tional Positions
.1

103
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b. Colpreheasive Colleges, Liberal

Number of Teething &
Research Administra-'
tive Positions

Arts4 Colleges, and Specialized

rizisiber of FIE &

thg Research Instruc-
tional Positions,

Institutions

D_4

4.; Library

e..V.lassified and Teaching and Research Administrative Positions

.1) Doitoral Grantingjistitutions

+
,

fat institutions not satisfying current meibership criteria'of
theAssoclation of Research Libraries

FTE Ftsition'e]

400
smite (Academic and

Summer) FTC Students

[BAUM of 9

1 per 100 Graduate 1 per,35*FIR Teach-
&.Professional + ing4 Research ID.

Students structianal Positions
.

.
,

, _.>
la-Comprehensive Colleges, Liberal Arts Co1Sbges, and Speciabisqd

. Inst./lud:es

N r of

Posit s

b. Equipment

of pet

FTE + 400 FIT
Iheitior Studeutt

VP,

[1 ark. 400 ?TR 6

Teathing.Research
Instructional Positions

11 Doctoral.Granting Institutions meeting the -Association of Research'
Libraries asimbership criteria'uee the Voigt Formula.to determine

volume (books and periodicals) needs.,

Maintenance Number of Volumes] $19.65

104
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4.004

, 4 )

.

'

.

."
'

.

b. Total - Atiultloost Vases:

1. Tor Vitriol Cost _ 410.4$ , imo.s.
...-

. Total - Plotatsosoes Isoll#7,
F

.

ii) All other institutions use the Virginia Maintenance Formula.

a) Compute the program level weights by using the *Mowing table
and'applying the appropriate weight for each approved *A-ova!
at each levpl.

tr
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1105.010, Chew,
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2205; Eat"
VW Ikes:
207, Poly isi. 4 see.,

2208-27K See., a*

Coastal 2. ,- 2.3.05

TOLL '

4

S

.4
b) Total Program

Weight
[Bachelor's]
Vaight

[Master's}weishe (2) 'Doctoral]
Weight.

A - _

c) 41justed of
Number of Bachelor']
Programs Progreso

obber:0
+ (2) Master's

Programel

If the adjusted number of programs

1
26
51
76

101
200 4

25,
50,
75,

100,
200,

a

Program Magnitude Weight
Progress-Magnitude Weight
Prop.* Magnitude Weight.
Programa Magnitude Weight II
Program Magnitude Weight
Program Magnitude Weight

0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00
2.00
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d) Funding'

Base
Piro-

X
frograut Magni]

ight nude height

e) Enrollmen
Weight

I (415,095)'

er Level I
Students

41.. 5) N r LevelPe
VTR Student's]

4 Stufents
[Doctoria 1. Total Fre

4 7E Students 7:

[]
4.'5)

4

f) T
=

_imams [Belie [Weight
Enrollment

Number

Positions' Instruction Positions
Classified = 2 yr.

Base
+ a A m& Beescch cadeic '

22.5 per 100 Teacbm
Classified
mber of ose of

0

b. Teaching and Research Administrative Positions

(3).

ministrative Positiois Positions
ing & Reseiu:::h Ad.-

of

2 ITE +
per 1000 AAA-

deistic & Summer

SassionsFTE Student&

Ember of Teach-

6. Executive Management, Fiscal Operations,- General Administrative Service,
and Public Relations and Development

-

-

a. Classified Positions

Number of of
Classifie4 . 4 FTE 0
Positions ositions

.

+

i

'.22.5 per 100 Teaching
6 Research Academic'
nsCructional Positions

,

b. Teaching and Research Administrative Positions

1) Doctoral Granting Institutions

Musberlof Ttaching Base of 2.75 per 1000 Ace-
and Research Admin--' 3 PTE + desic AkSuener
'istrative Positions Positions SessioniFTE Students

4



SD,

ii) Comprehensive Colleges, Liberil
InstiLution.

. .

Number of !tithing
agelliesearch Admini.-

1r:taw Position*

7. administrative Data Processing

4

a. -Classified Positions

I It

Arts Collges, and Specialized

of per 1000 Aca--
3 711 + c Sumer-
Position. 'Sessions 112

clini

Ituitor of Base of per
1. 2 PTE Research kca4mmic

Positiont Positions Instruction Positions

?stain* and Besearci Administrative Position.

lumber of Teaching
& Research Admin-
istrative Positions

.,
Logistical Services,

Institutional request for positions may not exceod'Oe ratio of Class
, Positions for Logistical Serviets to Ialllteadcount for the year en

''June 30, 1977.

I

of 2.75 per 1000 Aca-
2 PIS . dealt flummar
Positions %/TB Students

9. f Operationaind Malotenancip of Plant

a. Admipistration and Suptrvision

fied

Institutional request for positions on not exceed the ratio'of Classified
Positions for Administration and.Supervision to the Total Classified
Positions for Operation and Maintenance of Plant for 1976-77.

b. Operation of Power Plant 1.

InstitutiOInal,j1;itificatitin

c. All Other Subprograms

\iiltitutional request for positions may not exceed this
,

ratio of Clas4ified-')
Positions for A ].1 Other SubprOgrens to the total' *umber of-sdocatiotal
and general assignable and non-assignable square feet for 197647. 1-

i

,108115



-Washington

Sammery of Scare Budget Formula-(Recommended)

Ifteleas
Although Washington currently has a budget formula in operation, the

foymr:plevrealiiiited here.representa-tbe-receet recommendations for, revieing the

existirig formula. These ritomeendatioes, however, have not been fully eccepted,

imadlmMtimeemtinuing on the development of the fainula. The major racommemds4-

tiou 4M'the chanii" to standard, statewide costs and salaries, rather than eilft

institutivnelly derived averages throughout the budget categories. /.

_0.

The instruction formula takes * line it apprilech, 'considering faculty

salaries_ separately fromother operating empemess. As recommended, the faculty

salary eatitlement is determined by deriving the projected amber of faculty

positions required, bas{, on projected cregt hours and stipulated credit her

loads per fadaty differentiated by level, and then by.skiltrolying the number

of positions by asetaudard salary rate. The operating expenses entitleaeat-

reflects\itaff salaries, as.well as other departmental expenses, and is pro -

dected on the basis of projected credit hours and specific rates per credit

hour, both differentiated by level. .

The library budget formula of Washingtrowirtfrecta two distinct budget line

items: staffing .salAries and binding, and library resource and ecquisItion-

With,megard to meeting staffing needs, the formula.praiidesfor 11) minimum of

FTE staff positions to which are added positionsas related to PTE enrollment

and FTE faculty positibns. Washingipn's library formula, which involves fpr

student levels, weights the enrollments by factors of 1.0:2.0, 4.0, and 6.0,

which has' he effect of alicniing sore pOsitions for higher student levels. In

widitioi to the enrollment factors, the Washington formula, as recommende4,

also takes into account the number of FTE faculty and staff,a weight for main-
,

tenance of the current collection, and eweight for new acquisitions. 7rom

these factors the number of required positions is derived, and the library

staffing salary entitlement is ionpute4 by multiplying this amber by a

standard-aiount. For library resource and acquisition, the approach taken is

to determine the number of volumes ,end to multiply,this volume by a standard

rate per volume. Determination of the numbet,of volumes takes into account
4



several factors: a volume base; program additions, taking into account-area;

sad sponsored research adjustments. Also addressed are changes in student

emrollment, faculty changes, and a replacement adjustment. As a final con=

'Adoration to the library budget formula,.a separate line item for binding is

-Lucinda.' This formula takes in accoent'the current subscription rate,\whieh

is multiplied by a rate of 1.2 to allow for binding and rebinding. the result-
O

'lug weighted eugscription is then multiplied by !: standard dollatinant to

obtain the entitlement for binding.
--7:------ /-

-

Ther-foinula for student services iultiplios-.+ tadaad'Unit rate by the
, 4-

projected number_ of units and includes as factors: admissionapplilcidom4.full--
, .,.

time and part -tine -student headcount enrollment by level, rosideney,hall occu=

panci, and active placement file size. In addition, non-formula ascents for

special minority affairs disadvantaged student program expenditures are

added,

Finally; in the area of operation and maintenance of toe physical plant,

four, line JOAN& are considered. Building maintenance is represented as a

function of the replacement cost of the building multiplied, by a building fattor

which !s dellneeted by type of enstruction and whether it is air conditioned.

4anitorial services entitlement reflects two distinct categories: salaries and

opetttions. In deter:I:ming the salary entitlement, the total square feet serve::

divided by a standard rate per FTE staff 20,000) to whicfi ieadde4 any

institotionally justified adjustments. The resulting number of positions is

then multiplied by a ataneard salary rate. Operations entitlement is deter-

mined on the basis of a standard rate per man-year and the man-ydar entitliment.

The staffin4 standard method is also used for estimating the salary component

of the grounds maintenance. The number of required positions is-determined as

a function of the numbei'ofacres, where the acres are categorized into four

types of acreage, such aslawns or paved areas. A standard number of acres

per man year by.eategcry is divided into the acres to determine the number of

required positions, to which numbers of institutionally justified p9sitions

are added. The total number of positions is then multiplied by a standatd

salary rate. The operationsentitlenentwfor grounds maintenance is estimated

ty multiplying the number of acres by category 14 a standard rate per category.



.Cll'

To irate the utility maintenance entitlement, the amount derived as the

bul Log maintenance entitlement is multiplied by sontandard rate. Non-
,

id118 for administrntion; poilke, fire, and safety; and trucking

sort/Ices are also added into the operation and maintenance entitlement.

ill

= 11

*



athematical Representation.

a. Acuity
:Position

b. OtIler

Opirating
Expenses
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..
b. Library staffing and Binding
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3. Student Services
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Standard unit rates are multfplied by the projected number of'Units:

For each, veighied application for Xdmission

For each lower division full-time Xtudent

$ 19.75

$137.75
4

"PO upper .divisipn iull-time $162.25'

For each post - baccalaureate fullp-time\student .$165:00

For each part-time student (six or loss boars) $ 5945

Wit each bed in institutionally controlled
residency halls planned for occupancy , $ 47.35

For each former student with an active,

placement file $ 40.50

plus non - formula amounts for special minority affairs and disadvantaged

student program expenditures.
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Operation and Maintenance

a. Building Maintenance

Bull4ing
Maintansoce
Entitlement

SI
Factor _]

X
Liteplacesell
Value

where the building factor is delineated by :type of.conatractioa
emonrytwood, and wood fiane) and air conditioning,

Janitorial Services

rf Salaries

of

Square
'rootage

Served

Operations Tear

ran"battlement]

c. Croundb Maintenance

Number of
Acres by

Category
Maintained

Salaries- es,

tiandaid

[X Coat
$850

Category
for latik

where acre category and standards are:

Category Acres j Man Tear

1 4

II 8

III 16

IV 32

Opitations Acres by
Category

ibere the rates are:

[..:ate per

ere

Category late

I 1:0
1.0

III 2.0

IV

Utility
Maintenance-

[Building

Maintenance
($10)

+ [Adjustments

plus non-formula amounts for utilities; administration; policgotire, and

aafsty; and trucking services.
114 1.9:.


